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YANKS WIPE OUT

SUNK BY

EVERY GERMAN IN UNIT FALLS
BEFORE FURIOUS FIRE FROM

SURVIVORS

TEUTONS LEAVE SOMME
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Western

With the American Army on the
Front, Aug. 7. AmiTiciui
machine gunners, jirotect Iiik a location on the Vesle, west of Flumes
wiped out hii entire battalion of German infantrymen and machine gunners Tuesday. The Germans at the
time were Betting into position to attack a group of American bridge builders who were approaching the location. Some bridge material had been
moved near the south bank of the
Vesle and the Germans, discovering it,
had sent a battalion to a hill position
to prevent the Americans carrying
out their plan. A detachment of crack
American machine gunners had taken
an elevated posit tun commanding the
location ami opened fire when the Germans appeared.
Observers reported that they did
not see a single German get away
from the leaden hall and, according to
the last accounts, not even enemy
stretcher bearers approached the
scene.
The Germans replied so feebly with
their fire that there were no American casualties.
With their hacks to the Aisne, the
Germans continued pn parat ions for
what may be either a stiff resistance
to give them more time for further
withdrawal, or lor a definite stand.
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WILSON TO AID SLAVS
U. S. AND

JAP TROOPS TO OCCUPY
VLADIVOSTOK.

Action Taken to Protect Czechs and
Give Help Desired by Russians in

Restoring Normal Conditions.

IV.item NWM;li"i

Minn

Servlcp.

stalf tnents by
the American and Japanese governWashington.--Officia-

ments, made public here, announce
that the plans lor extending military
Paris, Aug. 7- .- Allied troops are aid
to ltussia in Siberia will be undermaintaining their positions on the
taken by the United States and Japan,
north bank of the esle, despite
alone, with the other
efforts to eject them.
French troops again advanced north assenting in principle. The United
of Montdidier, occupying the west States und Japan will each send "a
few thousand men" to Vladivostok U
bank of the Avre tin the three-milact as a common force in occupying
front between Morisel and Uraches.
North of Montdidier, the French pro- and safeguarding the city and protecting the rear of thu westward moving
gressed to the Avre, which they now Czecho
Slovak army. The numbers of
border between Hraclu s and Morisel.
On the Hhelms
front the the American troops, whence they will
situation has been stabilized for the go and when, may not be discussed.
While the United States and Japan
moment while the opposing forces prepare for further movements. Uneasi- are extending aid to the
ness along the northern front conarmy in Siberia, the United States
tinues and Crow n Prince Httppiecht of will continue to cooperate with the allies operating from Murmansk and
Bavaria has carried out another withdrawal. To the Hritlsh he has given Archangel. To what extent and In
what manner are not announced,
up territory along the ,u liassee canal In the apex of the Lys salient.
The only present objects of the
Meanwhile the French and British are
forces will be to give
organizing the territory evacuated on such aid and protection as Is possible
the Sonime in 1'icardy.
to the Czechoslovak
forces against
The clearing up of the big field of the army body of German and Ausof thu trian
retreat has netted In
prisoners of war and to steady
and
territory advanced over hy the Amer- any efforts at
icans alone fifteen tralnloads of amin which the Russians
munition and general supplies.
themselves may be willing to accept
The Germans, by a strong local at- assistance.
tack against British 'positions along
Later the United States will send a
the
road, north of the
commission of merchants, agriculadvanced
in
succeeded
taking
Somme,
Red
trench lines on a portion of the front. tural experts, labor advisors,
Cross representatives and agents of
the V. M. C. A.
Russia Plans War Against Japan.
Both the United States and Japan,
London. It is reported from Mosmake
In the official announcements,
cow by way of Berlin that the Bolshevist government in Russia Is considerthe moBt specific pledges of the action
ing a declaration of war against Ja- agreed upon being wholly without
pan, says an Exchange Telegraph dis- thought of Interference with the sovpatch from Copenhagen. Official an- ereignty of Russia or any Interference
nouncement was made of the landing whatever in her internal affairs.
of allied forces, naval and military, at
Archangel on Aug. 2. The landing
German Losses Total 4,760,000.
was in concurrence with the wishes
Paris. German losses since the
of the Russian population, it Is stated,
start of the war have reached
and caused general enthusiasm.
KS
according to estimates published
WILSON-TALTO TROOPS.
here In L'Honime Libre, Premier
Clemenceau's newspaper. The GerTells Soldiers They Are Fiahtinp, for mans now have 5.430.0O0 men, it Is
Principle Which Means
stated, of which 4,000,000 are engaged
World's Liberty.
on the west front.
Baltimore, Md. On their way bock
estimates that since
The
to Washington from the Hog Island March paperGerman losses have been
the
ceremonies President and Mrs. Wilson
which l.KOO.ooo, it is said,
met a troop train in the station here. 1,500.000, of out of action.
have been put
In a brief address the nation's chief
told the troops they were nearing the
time when they would be put on their Explosion Kills 700 German Soldiers.
Loudon. The terroist campaign
mettle, at the side of those Americans
now In the thick of the fighting: that against tbe Germans of the Russian
inthpy were fighting for a righteous Social Revolutionists of the Left
cause and their dutp was plain to cludes an explosion at Kiev, which reemulate the Bplendid example of the sulted in the death of 700 German solUnited States troops who had so dis- diers, in addition to the murder of
Field Marshal von Eichlioro, the Cotinguished themselves in the last
penhagen correspondent of the Daily
There was more such righting Mail quotes a leading member of the
ahead and much more to be done, he party as saying.
raid, and much more of it was to fall
Two British Ships Sunk.
to their lot.
Fresh, strong young
manhood was facing a big task a
Two British torpedo boat
lyondon.
man's job.
destroyers were sunk by enemy mines
He bade them go to the field with on Aug. 2, according to an official
the thought that they were fighting statement by the British admiralty.
for a principle which meant the rights Five officers and ninety-twratings
of the peoples of the world to exist in were lost, according to the statefreedom and liberty.
ment.
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Hurricane Kills Six; Destroys Homes.
Beaumont.
Tex., Aug. 7. Lake
Charles, La., and vicinity suffered
great damage from a tropical hurricane which struck that city. Six person were killed and a million dollars
worth of property destroyed.

Bandit Returns Horse Taken in Raid.
Marfa, Tex. Col. lldefonso Sancbes,
a Villa follower, returned to Captain
Kloepfer, U. 8. A., a horse stolen from
sn American ranch last April. The
Villa officer reported a fight between
forces
Villa and Mexican federal
which took place Saturday at Vado do
Denver Vote to Buy Water Plant
Pledra, opposite San Joae, Tex. Tbe
Denver. The bond issue to buy the villa forces attacked a detachment of
of
a
vote
water plant was carried by
eighty federal soldiers under Captain
(.248 for to 1,800 against, and tbe Mendoza. The federals broke, firing
of
managers as they ran, but wounded none of
proposition for a board
was carried, 7.286 to 2,387.
Sanchet's men.
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A new photograph of Maj. Bennett
Clark of the National army, son of
Speaker Champ Clark of the house of
representatives.

CALLS

KAISER'S BLUFF

Fire Destroys Woolen Mills.
Provo, Utah. Two of the largest
buildings of the Provo woolen mills,
tbe largest manufactory in this section
and engaged on government contracts,
Loss estiwars destroyed by fire.
mated at $500,000. Cause unknown.
1600,000
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submarines

SAYS WILLIAM
VAIN BOAST.

MAKES

"

American Transport Has
Been Sunk on Way to France,
Says Secretary.

Not One

Conde-sur-Alsn-

Western Newspaper I'nion New Service.
Washington. The theory of

the
submarine as a determining factor In
the war has been- exploded, Secretary
Daniels declared after reading the
boast of the German emperor that
German submarines are "tenaciously
attacking and fighting tbe vital forces
Mr.
which are streaming overseas."
Daniels pointed out that not a single
American transport carrying troops
to Europe had been Bunk. The submarine is no longer a determining
factor in the war, nd statements by
Kmjieror William in a proclamation to
the German army and navy that submarines "are tenaciously attacking
and fighting the vital forces which
are streaming across the sea," are
wathout foundation, Secretary Daniels
said.
"The reduction in sinkings has been
steady," Mr. Daniels said. "The submarine as a leading, important factor In the war is ended."
-

Halifax, N. S The Standard Oil
Company's tank steamer Luz Blanca
was torpedoed and sunk forty miles
west of this port Monday after a thrilling three hours' battle with a German
The crew took to their
submarine.
small boats, where they were shelled
bv the submarine but escaped without
being lilt. The chief cook and the Denver Aviator Drops Enemy Plane.
of the tanker, however,
i chief stewaid
With the American Army at the
were killed when the explosion of the Maine. Eight German airplanes were
Germans' torpedo smashed the steam- shot down Thursday by American avier's stern.
ators, Lieut. Donald Hudson of Kansas City destroying three of the en555 Americans Killed in Big Drive.
emy machines within five minutes. It
Washington. The first casualty list was a record day for the Americans.
each was
marking the cost In human life to One German machine
America of the victorious counter of- downed by Ivan A. Roberts of Massafensive in France contains the names chusetts. Ruliff Nevlns of 1ms Anof 45!) Americans killed in action, HO geles, Robert Z. Gates of Spartans-burg- ,
who died of wounds and 16 who died
S. C. Harold Ruckles of Manof accident, disease and In aviation
chester, N. H., and Jerry E. Vascon-cella total of 555 killed. In addition to
of Denver.
the list of dead, the list contained the
names of 4N wounded severely,
Heat Continuee to Sweep East.
un
100
wounded to a degree
Chicago and practically
Chicago.
determined, and three missing in ac the entire Middle WeBt sweltered Aug.
tion. The grand total of the list is 5 in the highest temperature of the
706.
year. In Chicago the thermometef
rose from 90 to 97 degrees, and the
American Steamer Sunk in Collision, weather forecast is for continued high
New York. The American steam- temperature.
Scores of heat prostraship Poseidon, 1,911 tons groBB, form tions were reported. The heat wave
erly under the Dutch flag, was sunk covers Illinois, Wisconsin, South Dain a collision with an American tank kota, Iowa, Missouri and Indiana. In
er off the Atlantic coast. Five mem western and southern Illinois and Iowa
are temperatures ranged from 100 to 113.
bers of her crew of thirty-eigh- t
missing. Capt. J. Durie, master of the
Call for Next Liberty Loan.
ship, died after being landed as the
result of exposure.
Washington. Get ready for the next
Liberty loan. It will be $6,000,000,000,
Scherr Succeeds Von Holtzendorff. according to present Indications, with
Copenhagen. Admiral von Holtzen interest at 4 per cent. If the amount
dorff, chief of the German admiralty of the loan is fixed at 86.000,000,000
staff, has been retired for reasons of the Chicago federal reserve district
health, according to an announcement will be required to take $840,000,000,
Wolff Bureau of the Minneapolis district $208,000,000,
by Hie
Berlin. Admiral Relnhardt Scherr, the St. Louis district $240,000,000, the
commander cf the battle fleet, has Kansas City district $240,000,000, the
been designated to succeed Admiral Dallas district $144,000,000 and the
San Francisco district $424,000,000.
von Holtzendorff.
s

VA

semi-offici-

U. S. Casualties Total 15.196.
Army and Marine
Washington.
corps casualties reported from over
seas during the week ending Aug. 4
increased 1,430, as compared with 1,- 050 the week before. Total casualties
reported are 1 5,1 6. including Sun
day's list of 283 the largest number
yet reported In a single day and ma
rine corps list of two.

Bring Down 844 Enemy Planes.
London. Eight hundred and forty-fou- r
enemy aeroplanes were brought
down by the allies during July, while
325 allied machines were lost during
the same period. British aviators accounted for 410 planes; French, 20;
Italians, 106; Belgians, 4; Americans,
3. In addition twenty-siplanes were
brought down in the Balkans and five
in Palestine.
The Germans destroyed
Germans Will Not Discuss Defeat, 316 allied planes and the Bulgarians
Berne. The German offensive has five and the Austrians four.
been stopped and present operations
F. D. Roosevelt in Paris.
cannot be publicly discussed, declared
General Helllngrath, Bavarian min
Paris. Franklin D. Roosevelt, the
ister of war. In speaking in the first American assistant secretary of the
chamber Saturday.
navy, arrived here Friday night.
Siberia Will Wage War on Soviet
Russian
London. The
newspapers Pravda and Izevestia declare that Siberia intends formally to
declare war on the Soviet government within a few daya, according to
an Exchange Telegraph dispatch from
Copenhagen.

Hindenburg Admits Plan Failed.
Field Marshal von
Copenhagen.
Hindenburg and Gen. Ludendorff re
ceived the German correspondents, according to advices reaching here, and
openly admitted their strategic plans
bad failed. They asserted, however,
that tbe Germans were still masters
of the situation and that the terriAustrian Flour Reported Half Sand. tories
given to the enemy were disZurich. Much of the bread manu- posed of according to plans. If the
factured In Austria is 60 per cent battles were on German territory, they
flour mixed with sand, according to explained, it would be painful to give
the Arbeiter Zeitung.
up villages.
semi-offici-

Sinks Norwegian Brig.
Hun
London. The Norwegian brig Alk- her of Aredal was sunk off the coast
of Norway by a German submarine.
The Germane carried oft all the provisions and Instruments before sinking the vessel. The crew was saved.
Call 1,04 Men In Hawaii Draft
Near Clssh.
estimate German Losses at 300,000. Allies and German-Finn- s
Draft Ages, 18 ts 46 Years.
Washington. Provost Marshal Gen
London. German losses since Jul;
Chris tlanla. Clashes between the alWashington. Draft ages of from 18 eral Crowder Issued a call for 1,084
are Imminent to 48 years was recommended to Con- registrants of Hawaii qualified for
II, the date when the crown prince lies sad German-Finn- s
began his last drive, were unofficially la Finland, according to dispatches rs gress in the bill embodying the War general military service. They will
attBUtted at from 800,000 to 850,000, oetvtd from Vardo quoting travelers Department's new
program proceed Aug. 10 t Fort Armstrong,
f which 40,000 are prisoners.
introduced In both bouses of Congress. Honolulu.1
Iron Archangel

French President Honors Pershing.
With the American Armies In
France. President Polncare personally decorated Gen. Pershing with the
grand cross of the Legion of Honor
In Impressive military ceremonies at
American general headquarters.

U

Jon-cher-

now are operating at two widely sepa-

rated points along the Atlantic seaboardone In the important sea lane
off the Virginia coast, where the
American tank steamer O. R. Jennings
was sunk Sunday, and the other in
where
Canadian
waters,
fishing
smacks and other unimportant craft
have been destroyed.
Presence of another raider in the
waters off the middle Atlantic coast,
where in May and June upward of
twenty vessels were sunk, became
known when the Navy Department announced the sinking of the Jennings
and the landing of from thirty to
inembers of the crew at
thirty-twNorfolk by an American patrol boat.
A second small boat from the tanker,
with the captain and thirteen men Is
missing, hut, as the weather has been
good, officials confidently hope it will
be picked up.
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Paris, Aug. 6. Pursuit of tbe Ger- the stand in the proceedings declared Good !i"gs
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them anywhere
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QUOTATIONS

New Tork. A Rearch for physicians
qualified to render Judgment on the
ages of Lucio and Slmpllco Godlno,
Samar twins, on exhibition In a freak
FOE LOSSES ENORMOUS circus at Coney island, has been started by counsel for James Dunlavey,
show proprietor, who Is charged with
children
under sixteen
YANKEES COVER SELVES WITH exhibiting
years of age. The twins are one of a
GLORY IN
dozen freaks of their sort known in
medical annals, having separate heads
FIGHTING AT FISMES.
and feet und being Joined back to

I'liiuli Nevn (iervire.

.NVWKpupi--

at

MARKET

to

DERNANCOURT.

SHIP TORPEDOED

British Port. The torpedoing
early Monday morning of the British
ship Warilda was one of the most harrowing disasters in the history of submarine warfare. The number of dead
is variously estimated from 105 to U"
Officials of the Chicago public li- and upward, and includes several
women nurses. The ship carried CUU
brary have banished from the shelves
the book "What Is Baek of the War?" sick and wounded. Among them were
seven Americans two officers and
by Albert J. Beveridge, former senator
from Indiana, because of its praise five enlisted men, all of whom have
for.
There were
of the kaiser's character and conduct been accounted
nurses and memand assertions that charges of brutal aboard eighty-nintreatment of French women by Ger- bers of the voluntary aid department,
and the crew comprised about 201)
man soldiers are a "gross error."
A

Only as
How Much They Will Get

Freaks Concerned

DRIVE GERMANS ACROSS AISNE
AND CAPTURE HAMEL AND

LANDED.

SINKING OF STEAMER JENNINGS
REVEALS PRESENCE OF RAIDER
OFF EAST COAST.

AND OCCUPY

WEST BANK OF AVRE.
Western

WANT EXPERT TO

ALLIES NULLIFY

HUNDRED WOUNDED SOLDIERS
KILLED OUTRIGHT AND 650

U. S. DETACHMENT.

ADVANCE

CLARK

TELL TWINS' AGES

HUN BATTALION

FRENCH

MA). BENNETT

HOSPITAL SHIP

German Divers Sink Thro U. 8. Ships
Halifax, N. S. Three American
fishing schooners were sunk by German submarines off Seal Island, Yarmouth county, on the Nova Scotia
oast. The crews were landed on the
Nova Scotlan coast
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OPERATION OF FARM MACHINES
WILL SAVE MUCH GRAIN FOR HUMAN FOOD

WHAT VOMEII CAII
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"Thank you for your kind letter,"
10m

WAS SWINDLER

wrote an English girl to a woman who
had Just 'seat a letter condoling with
DO
her on the death of the last of three
brothers. "We find the country a little dreary now and we are returning
Conserve Food and Buy Liberty to town the last of the month. We Death of Jim Jordan Closes Ca(Special Information Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)
shall be at home Sunday evenings. Be
Bonde Two Ways They
reer of Picturesque
sure to come to us often. We want
COMMUNITY FAIRS SPELL
to see all our friends and hear what
Can Help.
;
Character.
they have been doing In the last three
I
months. Mother and father look for
I
ward with special pleasure to meeting
WOMEN OF AMERICA, WAKE UP! you an again, Please
bring auy sol- HIS VICTIMS ARE MANY
dier friends; we will try to make It
gay tor tliem."
What news do you get from Fred- Gold
Pour All Your Savings Into Uncle
Brick Artist of Early Border
crick," a friend of mine asked of the
Barn's Lap Keep on Saving and
Days, Who 8tole Million, Dies
mother of Frederick, a beautiful mid
In Baltimore Hospital Dead
Pouring Until the World
English woman who was
Is Free.
Broke.
making a great success of a dunce
for some convalescent Tommies.
given
Properly Adjusted and Operated Tractor Outfit! Will Eliminate Watte.
Baltimore; Md. The death of Jim
By INEZ HAYNES IRWIN.
Oh, you haven't heard, have you," the
Jordan at the ripe age of seventy-fivWhat
mother
can
of
Frederick
the
women
the
United
one
States
of
answered.
nt
a
"He
America
by
Depart
(Prepared
time, with the heads toward
In the Johns Hopkins hospital,
ment of Agriculture.)
the machine, and the distances be- do to help win this war? Two tilings was killed two months ago." And she years
has brought to an end the career of
The most essential thing in setting tween bundles should be ns
to
aro
turned
answer
one
with
her
can
that
do
certain;
a
ready symthey
nearly unia separator for thrashing Is to get It form ns
Crest desl nnd innthap that
nta.a pathetic smile the inquiries of a KrouD one of the greatest nnd most pictur
possible. In
esque swindlers that America has ever
level.
wal
of
Here again the thrasherraan the center, or
Tommies
the
ten
lasts
about
her.
gathered
years longer, they
dividing hoard, should
produced. Jordan was not a "yeg"
should not guess, but should have a nearly
Fight Same as Men.
be used to keep the can never do so much as the French.
always
But that la not all. In a manner ot or a "gunman" or a "holdup mun." lie
good spirit level and use It at every bundles from piling up Into the center English and Italian women have done,
in the
setting. To do Its best work the
of the carrier. If one mnn on each iney can never suffer so much as the sptaklng, the women of Europe are played the confidence game
three-car- d
chine must be'ns nearly level as
French, English and Itullan women fighting the war Just as the men are. early border days, when
side of the machine cannot pitch bunfrom side to side, and It Is gen dles In the proper manner fast enough have suffered.
They have not, except In the case of monte was the center of attractions in
erally conceded best to have It level to keep' the machine supplied, It will
To me, returning to America after the famous Battalion of Death, died the numerous gambling shacks In the
West, and later sold "gold bricks" to
lengthwise, although a few Inches dif usually be better to supply extra pitch- two years In the war countries, the un- In battle; and yet a half to
the Innocent tenderfoots. Toward the
ference In level between the front and ers than to have the two men pitch touched
a
of
women
million
have
been
of
the
American
people killed as
rear ends Is not likely to be detri two or more bundles nt a time with- came as gayety
the direct result of war ac- end of bis career as a confidence man,
a terrific shock. I
mental.
If the machine Is set on out any regard to the way they fall world as black and silent ashad left; aa tivities. More women have been kill Jordan becunie a poker shark. He
soft ground, one or two of the wheels in the conveyor. It is hard work to world In which I had seen no night
ed in tills war than men on both the crossed the Atlantic on the luxuriously-equipdancing,
liners and never wus
may sink further Into the ground than keep the bundles going Into the maworld in which I bad heard no spon- Northern nnd Southern sides In our averse to
a "quiet little game."
play
the others nfter It has been standing chine In a steady stream, with the taneous
Civil
s
war.
That
nearly
laughter or except In the case
He made a fortune estimated at a mil
for a short time, and the operator heads nil
a
of
million
Includes
directhe
In
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mas
the
pointing
I military bands no music At first
right
lion during the half century he opshould not forget to watch this point. tion, but unless this is done
it is Im- the atmosphere of America was almost sacred by the Turks In Armenia, by
The Schoolhouse Makes a Central Place to Hold a Community Fair.
erated as a confidence
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do
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form
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northern France : broke.
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desire to get back to the allied counwill make the shafts all run against
cludes all exhibits from organizations
There Is sometimes n tendency to tries, to suffer with them, rather than It Includes nrmy nurses aud women
Began Career as "Steerer."
the bearings on the lower side and crowd a machine to the limit and keep
munition
In the community which wish to bring
makers; It Includes civilian
enjoy the comparative comfort of a
Jordan served bis apprenticeship un- have a tendency to cause them to heat. It overloaded most of the time. This
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the results of their work before the
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Bill,"
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It will also cause the grain constantly Is especially true of large custom ma- The
or near It, women killed by Zep
community In this way.
to work toward the low side of the sep- chines. While both the operator of xnoseluxury everywhere appalled me, pelin and airplane raids and by sub- confidence man who roamed the West
The historical relics department inHundreds of motors gliding
during the early days. He first wus
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our streets for Instance! marines.
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showed
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other wur relics, old looms, spinning
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work. Even If the machine Is set on sirous of finishing each Job quickly.
wheels, and articles produced on them,
from allied Europe. The beau do to equal all this service and all cume to be full purtner to "Canada
a barn floor, It should be leveled care- the attempt to get as much grain as peared
old pictures, drawings, documents, In
Farmers and Families
tiful fabrics, the furs and laces, the this suffering?
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rarely pre- possible Into the machine, combined gorgeous
fully, for barn floors
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For three years, the French and
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more
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field
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rator may make It sag In weak places. which is almost sure to accompany It,
from other lands.
ians, have stood between us and the
the women of America.
hibiting Best Products.
The main drive belt should hang will certnlnly result In a considerable
death of our democracy. What can by the "gold brick" Industry, and rose
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The first time I was invited to
tating neutral inaction of ours? The
awarding of money prizes not only
c
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smoothly. If It Is too tight, It will set any saving In time effected by dlnaer party on my return, I wore a men of our nation have responded galthe cost of a fair prohibitive,'
New York city and European ports.
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beyond
Lloyd George said In parliaTitanic, which was destroyed at First
strain on the cylinder shaft and boxamong birds of paradise. No woman ment to a listening empire, "The AmerStep Is to Interest Leaders, Then ment, defeats the purpose of the fair.
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icans are in."
The best results have been obtuined
possibly
We are in nnd of
of France would think of wearing eve
Elect Officers and Appoint Com
The adjustment of the cleaning
hud been booked for
where ribbous have been awarded, the
pull the cylinder out of line so that
clothes.
Indeed, both men and course we are In to stay, In for a would have sailed had notpassage and
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mechanism and the proper direction ning
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Identity.
In
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of the prize. If money is available
the open,
When thrashing
the world democracy is assured. The
pearing in evening clothes at the theaJim killed two and perhaps three
well to pay attention to the direction the grain satisfactorily from the chaff ter. On the few social occasions In men of America are doing their part-do- ing
for printing the ribbons, each one
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on
Jones'
John
skill
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matter at the pott office at Santa Fe, New

under the Act of March

PAY!

(J. B. Idea in Kansas City Star)
We speak of the dead in hushed,
low tones,
And honor them where they lie,
But what of the men with shattered
bones,
Of the brave who cannot die,
Under the smoke-blac- k
sky at night,
with scarcely breath to pray.
Men of your kind who fought your

Every Friday at Santa Fe, the State CtpllL iiy the

Published

PAY!

Then pay and pay and pay!

Mex-

And who shall send to the brink of

3, 1879.

FELLOW

RESOLUTIONS
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Herr Wilhelm

von

at

tho Mora Cenaty Teach.
Vs Institute.

By Percentages ap le February 2t

We the Committee on Resolutions
duly appointed at the Mora County
Institute, beg leave to report the fol
lowing:
WHEREAS, It has been customary
to draw a set of Resolutions expressing their attitude towards the things
most closely affecting the welfare of
our schools and
WHEREAS our Nation has just

ONE COLORED GENTLEMAN
SHOWS UP
anti-Britis-

TABLE SHOWING TAX COLLECTIONS
HALF).

Hearst,
and

has succeeded at
last in employing counsel to represent and defend Hearst and
Hearstism in New Mexico. The
Hearst attorney in New Mexico is F. C. Wilson of Santa F,e.
Mr. Wilson made a speech at
Estanria Thursday. A part of
that speech was in defense of
Hearst. Mr. Wilson's hearers
naturally assumed that he was
speaking as a private citizen.
He refrained from telling his
large audience that he was an
attorney who had been paid to
New Mexrepresent Hearst.
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We have based our orooannda of canning fruits and vegetables.
the present functioning of knowledge.
I ih ally Boo da of largo
Of all the portions of our life,
remedy. Any man who is convinced
It is one of the sweetest tests of Mr. Horner, who has spent many on giving to General Pershing's apDrying of fruits and vegetables.
are offeied at carta fas that Hearst's influence is detrimental spare moments are the most fruit- friendship to
anati
3. Making
tell a friend of his years in helping the Southwest, and peal, "We will smash the German
of quick breads and'
date. Tim War Savings to the United States owes it to his ful in good or evil. They are the gaps faults.
ipnifiid
in
if
Misses
line
Ruth Oxley and Clara
the
France, yon will smash the yeast breads using flour substitute.
Is me. of Baby Ltbaity Bond, ia of. country to cease to boy, read, or ad- through which temptations find the
Hnn
4.
to
at
Boeke
have
home."
ans
the
tried
occasion the
propaganda
Making of cakes and pies using
at al times Tbat ia tbo oaJ y vertise in the Hearst Duplications .easiest access to the garden of our A true brother is more than a members of Taos
Institute to inquire wer, for evefy Hun lie uttered we sugar and fat substitutes.
The World'! Work July, 1918.
heart
friend.
5. Meat substitutes.
in the status of teaching and have,' will ntter an American troth.' We
.
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Military cemetery at the
national capital, where they will he
until the war is over. They were
given a military funeral at which ten
thousand soldiers wire present.
Silver City Enterprise.

Work of repairing the main shaft
of the Snake mine is progressing
verv favorably under the direction
Max Quinn. Re-- 1
of Superintendent
pair wot k has reached a clcr th of 150
feet. The main cave-i- n
in the shaft
mniininrii at a dcntli ni nhnnt 2Hf)
feet.
A new strike of gray vanadium
ore carrying silver and h ad has re
ccntly been made in the cross-cu- t
shaft on one of
in the new
the properties of the Nichols vanadium grutip of mines.

IDT
An
nil
UUHUHLUrC

SOCORRO

Cody and prepared for burial while
the sad news was sent home to their
wives and families in far away
France. Picard came from Mass-- 1
achusetts where his mother lives,
Wednesday the bodies of the two

NEWS REVIEW

nv.,.,,-1- ,

cuard

,.ff
grrnmnanlaJ h i
of honor, were taken for burial

in Arlington

!

COLFAX
Colors
who for the past
six years has been editor and pub- ti.h.i- nf Th Snrinirer Time in this.
city, has been enlisted in the 82nd
Field Artillery, Fort Bliss, Texas, and
he left last Thursday afternoon. Mr
Floersheim is the third man to enlist from the Times office. In April,
1917. M. F Salazar and Wm. Tindall
of The Times force enlisted for ser- vice. These boys are both in France
fighting for their country, and it
is the hope of Editor Floersheim to
meet the boys "over there "Spring- er Times.

Editor Join th

I. C. Floersheim,

A I I

-

V.

Hank, shipped 40,01)0 pounds of
wool to M. Lyon & to.. ot i.nnas

class of the Military Academy reveal
the Chief of Staff as a robust personality who knows how to say the
the
right thing in good English. Asartili-cry
General organized Pershing's
in France and saw the war as a
trained observer, he was the ideal
choice to speed the newest battalion
of West Pointers on their way to
newed their orders.
duty at the front. We like particuWe thought it advisable to call
larly the following paragraph in the
this matter to your attention, as
admirable address:
General's
dealers
of
a
few
one
vou are
very
"The war in Europe has shown
who have not as yet sent in their
fiuallv and conclusively thar personal
renewals."
is the commoner attriuuti
Zook'a Pharmacy and Weltmer 4 courage
,
I
vii iiauuiis ,irt
,t.
Rurrows. of Santa Fe, both received i'I- notailK il
dependent upon traditions, an
l
f letter, but neither was deceived cestors, or the righteousness of the
Both referred
bv it fiiY a moment.
cause for which men fight. The regthe letter to The War News.
the volunteer, the drafted man
H.
P.
is
from
Another letter
Inman, ular,
ill have it. So in order to take your
circulation manager and relates
-- ..!,:- per place in- ine iiiimaiy iiiatiuiu
the newspapers. This letters follow : urn
unueu
return to tne t,
tn make
" .m time atrn we received a 'states forproper
vmir education and tratn-- !
vou
iiom
lo
reipic
ing. it is not nffii'ient to fight brave'-- j
'ending the I ni Angeles
You wil!
i and to die gallantly.
ot
and upon receipt
inid that vour associates, from what-- '
aiue
shipping your
will
as we'l
do
r
that
e,
oiirce taken,
papers.
- yini. You will be confronted by
!n re w ere a f, w of nur agents
a perfectly
organi7ed military nit
in
w Xli'vii'n who did the .same.
chine That machine is going to IS'ltce that time, tiearlv every one
mashed, and the only way it can be
oi them have sent us an order
mashed is bv superior leadership
to
tart
hipping the papers
mi our part."
aeain.
Here are goon sense, breadth of
I am plea-eto sac that
view, the true philosophy of valor,
he ag. nt - w ho put back their
and tactical wisdom. It was worth
d Ted our p.ipcl
del ' all,
'while making I'eyion C Mar. h Clip:
il'
a'
t
all
ll
to
ate
lipped
loi Stall to have him talk to the
more lim ine-- - than evel hetol ,
Mlovvet ol out )oiiug officers ill th The recordi do not show that near- vvav.
A little lower down ill h
ly ell of the newsdealers of Ncrf 'discourse the Ceneral was eloquei,'
Meairo have resumed sale of Hearst in a vein to make the blood tingle, p.
e h' itl ions;
nor that any d 'aler
and inspire, when he told
now trying to handle Hearst papers (invigorate
them that they were "fa, e to
business.
is doing more
the most glorious 'adventure m
A,i important decision of the su- the
history of the world a mode' 'i
New
York
of
court
helps
preme
where an entire nation, with
further in the repudiation of Hearst out thought ot territorial aggradize
The hoard of aid- and Henrstisin.
Ita- - nhiiit ,1
O f.r ..i ... .lAri- -t fT'jin
,., men of the city of Mount Vernon,
n lipon'the siiil of Fran.
stilI(i;t
N Y panned an ordinnnte prohibt
in or(,t.r t(l (t frpt,dom s!litn be gu:ir.
.
.,,,.,.
inir the sale of Henrit s newitpapf
,.,
secured an
Mcirttt't attorney
the ( hief of Staff iniM ha
j ii m tion which rest rained the board
ied the gallant yuiiii(f felloe
of ;il derm en from enforcing the
their opportunity for service ami
The lupreme court has
wlicit he said, as he'tuin-ithe injunction, and the ordinaway: "(io in and win!"
ance now will not permit the tale of
lias built three new
Hnat-st'in
Mount In (iirntanv
newspapers
iilne-arrosi the Rhine. Do coming
Vernon.
shadows behind
tlicir
cast
No ordinance or legislative act i St l.ouis
needed in New Mexico. The newsdealer and the individual, acting as
patriotic citizens defending America
and the Allied Cause, have power
BRAND
notiLfh to drive Hearst and Hearst-isDIAMOND
from New Mexico. And thy
arc exercising that power!
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(New York Times)
General March's "few words" to the

nt to every cue of its t; te and
unit; in the coui't-- y lull
department of the Los
for tli
tob:!i.ili.ii of magazine
s "Examiner:
on, en in the I nited Stall s Angel,
oiipg v N.ii-In
checking over our magazine
e.
e
Undent
hegiiuiieg on
accounts, we find that a majority
lienera! tjoriMS ot
lulv I'i Sre-oiof our dealers ill New Mexico
the'. Ani v.
ieon (iem ral Kupert
who
had previously cancelled
I'ltb lie Health Service,
I'.lue o! ththeir magazine orders, due to
the Ann ricn, Ued Cros-- . and the
being misinformed, have since reCoem il ot Xatioti .1 Defense, are

State

'

FOR WEST POINT

ha---

Melaven, af the Santa Rosa Another Big Strike
at the Oi l To Organize C of C.
,j,r strike was mad
Citizens of Clavton held a meeting
Soldier mines last week The strike
th. organizaCity, last week. Santa Rosa Voice showed up at a sixty foot depth in recently a and
Chamber of Co'iiinenv for
the new tunnel, and shows very rich tion of
fori. - in this cainpaicu and
con
M'KINLEY
in iron, lead, copper sulphides and the purpose nf boosting the
the slate division- - of the
idv
aire.
struction of roads and other thine. Wienan'- - ( t ti. in ee, by wh m the
silver, and proves the Old Soldier to of
t.
aed
value to the
county.
to lie- conduct 'ii, are
he one of the richest mining propernf. .'hi, 'nt
Eight Councili Organized
It has been known
i, ,n
for lie
I,,,
ties in this
ir,
epM
p'
councils
Dr. II R M:!K see,
Eight community county
for some lime that all indications
t
of defense havr been organized in
arv "leh. v;
vilvtpointed to this beint' a verv valua-lil- e riaylou
Peein
McKinley Count v through the ef- and the development r tarv
,. d
the
'oil... ,,
V. i
"pio,"rly,
conn
i.i
the
forts
County
Sold
Farm
McKinley
Model
at
the
hi
n
t'e
fells,
l.it
Bif
ha
iorU In Mr V..lt
W ,il !,'s C..IH-- :
loe
,,i ii
....... ,i... bode
d and ef1,. ..
H1Every part of the
is ..
Th famous Model Farm no duuht c'l of defense.
Dr.
i...
...i...
.it
c
ihal ',,
tin e .'line-eficieut w.irU.t on an'
the best and most valuable property county is represented am.
.,;.t.-ti:t NYu s
pn. ,,f 'he V. ,. .,r
tc .til
,!;,, j,.,
,,'lim e
of its character in Colfax conntv, these community councils the gen- Hi.i wiP
im.it ion or f. .t ate i'i
e
i
'
,i
r ,r n i. e
.u
p. r and
I'laet
make
to
hid.
adjoining Springer on the east side lent I work of defense is greatly
,.
II
.,
il.n t ll "
I.
the
do
Woods
in.
rail
1,,;,
op
dispos
reports
Herald
tended.
modern
Ciallup
'
lutter town.
highly improved, with
I. - "I
..1
of
..j.
e,eii iil;tnLTimse c!.'.ui.. lo
buildings, one of the best orchardsv. il'
he
v- .ill the Socorro
t.
s,
mountain '
alof
acres
hundred
w
a
in the
MORA
est,
a Moin,
' o en r, II
v
II
V. Smith nf Santa Fe. Consider
fleorge W. Leslie, ..i
ti (,pni ,rl n
and
for
fields
excellent
falfa,
farming
a
I."
S', h. ol ol
to
anaieviiie
,,r the
ttion S.l.'HiO -- Socorro Chieftain.
,t.
sold
been
week
this
has
big pastures,
thresher and cleaner v. Ir.h
V
the auth.!:,!, !,hed ee
Tolm McNierney, of Ocate, shippd
n- - I
f rnnit,r.li:,,Ti
k. u. ....
Ileeih d in tliat vicniit
I!
,:
.' el I. Or ill
-- 'r '"a,,i of c:,,,lt' '"
Vr"ls'-- - Free Room For War Workers
of Las Vega's, to S. Floersheim. of
ho.
Gov rnor tjeorge
P,
I,, .el,
li,,: ll ililat
.Very, of So
Kansas.
..
Springer. Springer Stockman.
c: ey
a it
tell dur n
,..,... o
or
nil .1
eorio an Merman A I'unke, propii-eto- r.
n
Maeda-leuaof
i,,ii
in
I'i,
until
readi'i
oine p.
oi the llotd Aragon at
hold tlei::.,
The big crop over this section, we niooui Cattle companv shippe
,
; 'j n n
ied with ha
,mp,-,inr. two hotel operators of Xew
can now safely say, is assured. Abun- four car loads of cattle .hump tl
il
m
e
,.,.,.;,,..
til,
damage
instituted
a
have
novel
Mexico
who
!,..!.
Colo.
to
week
Thatcher,
sizes
is
word
that
the
exactly
dance,
II I,,.
a - inn, h
needed :iti.
one room in
c, ist, in, of setliiii.c
,,! ,, 'he
up the situation. Springer Stock
I'll to holil
hen
all
visit
e
hotelfor
the
great
tree
their
prine
our
C
hy
Charles
Wagon
Lewis,
man.
of war a. 'ivi'ii s. r iliee.
Mound live sloiktnan.
hipped a ing rep,
'
'
i.
II"
mixed car load of rattle and hogs 'I his room i lor men of he a, inv.
CURRY
u.ivv. Y M. C. V, ked Cro-- s or ai.'v
to I), liver Wagon Mound Sentiin
'EM UP1'
o'lier i.' ei nuient activite, according
e
a
,,l and
ni
,.' (,,
to a hltir received from Private I.
OTERO
Community Kitchen
.,' imI..
El
of
of
staff
inv -- ,'',,
the
the
Dale,
IV.,
A representative of the state conn-- 1
.
BATTLE CRY
rccruitiue. station, who has been in
', '',, ," ,,!! ill tl,''
.tl aI ihfAnen aceiefprl liv till niltlltv
R.,.1
l.oth riti, s Magdalena News.
I'I, 'I '
council and the business men of ( , - Arrest at Weed
Inii i."
i,
lo tl W I'. Calkins of Weed was ar;
,r. t.nilHinoi a rnmmnnil kitchenof r,'s,,''l
'. S. Sec ret Service men That SfiO.OOO Hotel
re,
Th,
,,'.:,"
back
be
located
and rest room, to
'1 he
lue-llaP. tl I'',
for Socorro's
contract
Tt is itlI,,, in t,
charged with seditious re- big
Tatinnril hank
tli Plni-ihi
ara
lie waived preliminarv
modern hotel, to be the finest in the
tended to build in a n.odel kitchen, ma
......
....... J.m,,nctr,l nlll !! illll VV.l- - PHI IHHH'I a
llev. ha- - been award- Glianc. i I er Outv Ahn.itd
Mo l.r
...I
!..
'llin-months ar more ago. in the
(
m
of
'"1'h'te the
a
the
act
In
the
ion
wait
who
el DmlU' C,r nt cont racto;
will rive bond
,,,,',:.', wh.,
Mr. T T SinR-eoff"u-dark due- - of th.- German
ie neither i cad arc th el .wc.t of riihi bidders.
'
,.
ll.;' .' he
.,!,. fa. i.
ctol..;r
in canning,
demonstrations
drying .'"0' in
,..,
raver of everv
a
a
'.
A,,,r;
Fed
'I'. Brown, fervent
tlie charge
The directors are
:,:,.'!'
'"ltV
and the use of substitutes in making
s
might
i ,V
with tin
end i',,r
n
I.ec nahlwin. Morris Li
:'a" "'ls ,t,l that ner ,i!i
both quick breads and veast breads J
out
to
v
mi'd
;ndd
...
'.mi
;,"
Cloudcroft to Have Fiank
and rieo. Cook, of Socoi ro and Al lie strotn enough
A part of the room will be furnished
..'Med
,,, I,,,:.,
;,
hank for.len
of M
lnle Ann f ,i a n aid. then em the w.ie niieh'
for a rest room.
,.,S,,''k tm 'tie pro,,o-eand
so
the"
.rtifv
the'r
b1'
..
t
C
ne
line
,'
'he
the majority of stock in this
londerolt, paid up capital ti
i,
e he. In
that a tirnn it, triumph
e
P
",!
has hi en about all
$.'5.(1000(1.
tntion - owned be
citizens cin'raee
DE BACA
ion
.hie-il
'h
',
scribed ami the organization and in unite a number of gentlemen of 'would be impossible. In the t'"'
i;,
'
',.
,,'
ot" the football
l' to
a. Ouemado nnd the west- and homely laniruai'e
corporation will lie complete! in tie Magdal-iiiericac. mood was that
field. Ih.
il
in
"Mi
ei
ern portion of the county are
The drouth has been hard on the 'near
"
of the home rooter-- when the hi!'
intere-tetl- .
n," tor
dam near this place. It is said the
i",,"
''
..f
is in front
the def. n'ed cat and
,'.
rl,! ," ,"'
:ik
structure has dried out, shrunk and
.i::i Ik
QUAY
idle Wedce - drivil'K steadily I." Im W -t'omi' ii tee, in an apcracked so that turtles go through it
Much Mining Excitement
t
it
fr.rvvard
to
'
o.e,
p.
',) rt of
t', "
'",'.'
instead of climbing over Fort Sum
pe il t ..!,
since the big strike at
" hev
Additional $15,000
and the ralleiii". crv
'in tfum ihe
,'
.,' "i" i
n."
ner Review.
ir
f
in
old
the
timers
the
minim; Ki.fiefl Miroats:
,.. .,,a,., d
Under the leader'hip of Mrs I
h
'i ii'irtho--" who
busy, and mane filgun, have
"Hold 'em. hoes hold 'en !"
I'.rovvn,
by I'.
w''h h ". II II
,.
es el
De Baca county's total collections Warren
hav- - heen mail, r"c, inly In
ings
ted. Ill
he
in, ni, 'tei'i
i''.
Mood Has Changed Now
for the Salvation Army was $538 81. Heche, seer, tarv of the
Onhe a iitimher are
the big drive vva- - e ili in
an v. ere.
The amount was a much or more
In ninety davs the ino.et th
t'ilii."
- in the
oil
claimand
mining
m.
v
.v
to raise trie
evn l!'. oi ' h- " .,!,, n I t
than was expected as owing to the started Momiav
Ue-he
ve country, alp! tho-- e best pitnation, the t i v. ha e h n "
., ,'. ,111.111
!,,
et ill the
non arrival of much needed literature 1"",:1 '"r rucumean. Most of the ted
ill,,,.
thc-and
the
Ntneric.iu
mining and nil look for a re
troops an
"
'merchants and business men hail al
nt
k. ...k:..t tk..
ival of infrest on this fit 1.1
line, a enmrt-- r of a mdlion or more land
BOY
t
nmu
ami
to
ine
lit
ceive the publicity necessary for be-- t ready 'was admitted to he a hard one.
Arrangements are being made to stroui' in iictual fieh'itig ni'nil"'re
'drive
results. ForJ Sumner Review.
bi
a
The
indoriiitahle
and
er
T
M.P'Jmake
near
HOSPITAL
USF
public camping ground
- the
but the young' ladies cho-cW'l.e-eveis bearinc - f, n't
IN
(Hjr.RO'jF. FOR T. H SOl.Dir.RS
"shock troop" went into the fray Magdalena. it ".itl water wil1 be pro- of Fneh
it
inini
be
the
nit,
a
DONA ANA
d:at,
a"d
vided
ie
convenience
prove
With an eagerness to win and while
er home'
dde the
evident that, to ronton
It
the whole amount was not raised it .for auto and otlp r tourists
.1'
,. ',,,
FIGHT
TELLS
this way.
simile, the ball i inn. ice in a d
i.oin the
Threshing is in full swing in Dona is estimated that fifteenin thousand
is
It
a. ..ceonnt
I'erent direction.
er ic
or Ai l.,'
pnim; upfi.d
)i a
addition
Ana County and the present indica- -' dollars were subscribed
k
thn
I"'
we
and
the
sent
toward
tr.eihl". vil'
enemy goal,
oi p,,h;,,'-tions are that fall sown wdieat will to that subscribed at the meeting a
TORRANCE
we do not betray an undue esh''ari
c nlilti"' lid there
o 1, ie e
produce substantially better results month ago.
. i
V.:
v.
if we say that the American
The letter appemlcd was
the
;eh
tion
;.
;'.'
than the spring sown varieties. Las
f..'written by Vance Tlioma, of
I'i m
aeai" he s'i"i,i,ied no in ,','C
.', p',,.,,!
in year-- i rnofid tuie-hf ine of the ltarve-- t rain
'I he McCabe Cattle Company and
Cruces Citizen.
A hi iiiojjtrirdo, now a member of
the language nf the field, w' en in a
I'
!,!.!.: r.i-- e ... th"-pel
A. W. llaight shipped two car load-o- f fell la
Friday, at Scholle. The
'".,:ed
the Marine Ccrp. The two boys
'h pr'-e,h'o,-.
il.i, eel
cattle from here and two from .vat r Ui.'id several inches dt'ej) for similar fashionarethe intahlr. are f"" a ,h ., lea-tEDDY
b
ih
,
Slate
nicnl ioncd are also r sirjent s of
v. ill h" p o
treat,
it
Xara Visa to Kansas City. Logan hours, No damage, however, vva the visiters
Thomas attended
,i"
Ve v.' .Mt".i,
l.iiii..t;ori!o.
r o '..' il cue inynus y, goes up frc'u I'Ver.
done t the growing
Leader.
:
v.
r .. :i a
t'te New Mexiro Military Insthroat
r f !!, v.l " b ".a- - ;,pprg.
taiuair huh pendent.
h
L'i'1
in
at
the
Roswell, some years
th
titute,
i"'c.
p; h.fed
With Might And Miin
Prizes
etc., went south Monday to be used ROUnd-Uai;o.-E- .I.)
ci.,1
,h, '! hi- is
,y.
in repairing bridges and tracks he- Tnc following prizes will be given Good Beans
''Tear 'cm up, bnvs Tear 'in:
d.'ci'ioil ot (,..VI"or I.O:d-e(Alamogordo News)
tween here and Pecos. Carlsbad for the best decorated floats and
We shall probablv ee it'.ntv
" th,.
County Agent R. L. Strong
,.
of le- o ,t
(',
June 18. 1918.
'.I, '
last Satiirdav, having been on a days ahead.
hides in the Tucunican Round l.p
n'av com Th"
n ir Folks:
have had a wonder-- .
Ti e niMce
!,.
I. !' e.
,
,
August 21. 22. 2.3. parade:
trip acro-- s the Mesa, south nf Mniin- - 'might nf the Hun is not vet he, V
ince I b'ft the hospit
Of ll"''
,lL'h i ll e j.. rience
I'V
l! e C
StfO.OO tninair.
He say
the eighty acres We inn. vet have to pa v
Patriotic Display
Arrangements are now being made
ee'e'V t
'",".al ,tnd ioined tn company. I cannot
.ee ," e ,, n ). .:"
for moving the Pecos valley apple
f.
Commercial
our lii'ig del.iv.
?s.(Ki'ot bean- - of L 11 Cittiiif, .rd's are the T"
.11
...I all that happened lint will
h
JO.OO best bea"-ahas
Individual Car
being ,,iil of the mi
crop, which this season is estimatud
M- 'e a
tnm l. .as the censor will pass
10 00
VII Pay
at 300 cars, a short crop, due to a
even st; ml, evil growth, tr.iight There" in
,,:'"'. e,'t e,n
Finan, i!
outfit
'i, nial niv i.tnpriny about ten days
- clean of
combination of frost losses and the
10.00 rows, and
,,
,.,
Tn
now
Most Ridiculous
a
veds as it now ori it- - ,!"" ant not
c'l'e
,:,',
wit : in the treni hes. I
ii;..; ihc-5 00 is possible
to ha"e thern. He said Iv believe w"!
drouth ol the past year. Carlsbad
.vith the
'. t em;
Bicycle
',
in,"!, ih n ill fil a II was
tu a small dnn-.itused
Current.
ill also here were several men at work hoe- - fi an
The Round Up Queen
il ;ii',':i(
to have t.i assigned on friitn sbrai.nel. There
T!it pl.i
fucum- - ing in the field, but be could not
"Tear 'em up! TinrVtn up I"
have a float in this parade
each man v.iniiu, d not ,,nlv bv the :.t,. protect
.in tr.'n. l.i'c in tht cprtnr' it
New Round House Started
see what they were hoeing, as there
cari Sun.
,v the
?iv pbvVi;iT!. but
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The Star Lumber Company.
Clavton. has decid d to build a
ment sidewalk in frniil nf their
tensive lumber yard.

CHIEF OF STAFF

to
Failure of all other method
irake anv ihowint anainit the cam
paign of the New Mexico Council
of Defeme to drive Heartt and
HOSPITAL WORK Heartiim
from the state, has compelled
Heant to fall back upon the standard
Hearst tactics of misrepresentation.
newsdealers who havi
The Woman's Committee of the New Mexico
stopped selling Hearst publications
v
of Xa'iotial
t unci!

The niimbrr of teachers rerrister- at the Institute this year was
01
eighty - eight. I lus tails t:ir
the number rciinired lv the conntv.
few arc attending summer normal.
but even they will not make up
enouc'h for the rnminp term and
others must he secured from elsewhere in the state or from other
states.
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HEARST HANDLES THE TRUTH
WITH GREAT CARELESSNESS
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!,,..
the East by the prnp.rty of A. Rein .'.ar.lt
the South bv the prnnerty of s.id A.
k. uiwfir.lt : and .an the West by the pr p.-- ' y
..I S .)ln a Kisitur. said property beint more
t. .ri i. nl.irly .te. ribr.l in a certain waran'y
:.'-;ind wife
O'.m Mati.i, tlallt-ii'.fit. I
Mnn.--i Ipna. i.i Mae-- ,
Ctiavi r an
4
f..r rri '.t.l l'n.l.et .10. 1Ss7 and r
.... .1
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S.ni.i I'r loaiifv al pan.- 34 and 3' . aid
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a
a:.. tit ("ti.v-aaal Mria Ivnacia Vl.ti t,
ki.ai!
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IP
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ind
January
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paifrs .115 and .IVo in iltc records ol San'a f'e C'.unty.
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an h. day of September. 1918, at the hour
in the forenoon of said .l..y,
of in nVlm-v'
NVw M.xico, offer for sale and sell io the
hiulieit bid.ler for cash all of the f..llow.
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que
Maestro Especial, et
dies
Srtiemlire, l'ds a la hora de 1.
dtla mariana
del misiiio dia. en li l.uerta
.1.1 frentr de ta Casa de Corte en S.n'a
l .n.lado de anta re, isuevo Mean... oire-cer- a
para vender y venders al posi.,r masefeelivo la siffuicnte chssilo par din.-ra saber:
,,bi.ta pr.ipiedad
' n irt
uc leirrnn
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No.
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18, en la ciua l
Trccinlo
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y und.iclo de Santa F, lindaoo en el
nortP por la calle publica llamada Kill-siiAve.; por el ortente con pmpirdad
dr A. Reinirardt: por el ur con prnpirdal
d dicho A. Reinganlt; y por el poniente
enn pmpirdad de Sofia Fischer, dicha
es mat particular descrihida
propiedad
en dicho documento de trapa
dadi
por Matias Gallegos
esposa. a Rafael
Chares y Maria Ygnacia Mares, proto-colad- o
i
Diciembre 30, 1887, y ref t rad
Fncro 24, 1S8S en libro R de Rcgistrot
otid ado de Santa Fe, pa gin a XH y 35;
y tambten en documento de traspaso
dado por Francisco Martin a Rafa-I have y Maria Ifrnacia Maes, cnal die pro
tocolado Diciembre 30, 1887, y refctstrad
Fnero 24, 1888 en libro R, paffin.
r
3
en los registros del condado de Santa
P

et
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sta se

(
nlrai'9.-ril-
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ra.
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Fe.
Dicba rents aera hecha en con form id at
con la orden y direccion de la irriba men
cionada Corte, para qne lo prodnnca dicha

propiedad en tai venta sea repartida y 4i
ridido en acnerdo con la orden y decroto
de dicha Corta bacha f entrado em tat
IT.
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against the transportation of Atneri-- ;
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Socorro, N. M.

"Win the War, Bring Federal Financial Aid to New Mexico's Reclamation
and Drainage Projects and to Stockman and Farmer," are His Principles
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For Fifteen Years, Mr. Tallmadge

has given his every effort to the internal development of New Mexico. We
believe lie can best continue this great work in the Senate of the United States. And we believe that President Wilson
ami the Nation need now the active aid of such men as C. L. Tallmadge.
THE DEMOCRATS OF SOCORRO COUNTY.

ti-

every-

possible to help the Herman
ni'.so without cpiite rotninu out

thing

for
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Wai Hcant Bought Too?
We know now why the Mail was'
working a it did. hut why was Hearst
doing it? Why did Hearst work o
persistently for (ierniany as long as
it Was possible to do so without
danger of going to jail? The Mail
was bought. Was Hear-- t bought too'
It has never seemed likely. Hearst
been accour.tfd a man
has akva
who could oinniand money enough
to do what he liked. There was a
story that some ureal advertisers
had influenced the policy of his
papers early in the war. Imt no
credible basis for that tale has been
furnish The likelier hypothesis is
that Hearst, like the Cernian gov-- !
ernment, has been spending his own
money to get the kind of political
effects that he wanted.
To Wreck British Empire
Heaven knows whether he cared
anything for Germany, but he has
seemed heartily disposed to wrecic
the British Kinpire. and re'ady to
take any chance or use any tool that
would forward him in that disposition.
Hearst is a very strange person.
Why do not out leading psychologists,
who from time to time have ex- pounded to us the Kaiser and the
Colonel, and erven the President
employ their abilities in an effort
to make him more comprehensible
to his observant and wondering
?
What does he want,
and why does he want it? If anyone knows, he does not speak for
publication. There is no theory of
human improvement or destruction
with which Hearst can be definitely!
connected. So far as known, he is
not a Democrat, nor a Republican,
nor a Tammany man, nor a koose-- 1
velt man, nor an 1. W. W., nor a
Socialist, nor for anything! or any- body but just Hearst Why he should
be for Hearst, why Hearst should
interest hitn so much, what he sees
in that man for good or bad, is
iust a mystery.
Why don't the
psychologists get after him and ex- he
insists
plain why
j obstinately in
being a bad smell in a suffering!
world)
'
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Permanent Record Planned
committee composed of G. M.
Cooke. A. N Pratt, and Milton
Smith was appointed to look up
the matter of a permanent record
for all men who have gone to war
from Eddy County. The secretary
of the council had already written
concerning: such a bulletin board, the
use of such in eastern towns having
been explained by Lieut. Fred West
on his recent visit to Carlsbad.
A

We have said that Mr. Tallmadge has done more for New
Mexico than any other man in
public or private life. In making that statement we are sure
of the facts, facts based on figwhich
ures and knowledge
thousands of Xew Mexicans
of his record in the
possess
development of our state.
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What Mr. Tallmadge
Has Done For
New Mexico
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Through Mr. Tallmadge's
own efforts, Xew Mexico's
fame as a home state and of her
great possibilities has been
spread throughout
and East.

r C

Tin's resolution was endur-e- d
by a
mass meeting of Socorro County citizens.
Mr. Tallin.-ulgpthough lie has
,

dune more lor New Mexico than any
other citizen in private or public life,
has never sought office. Only when
urged by friends, who recognized his
ability, his unselfish devotion to his
State and Country, did Mr. Tallmadge consent to become a candidate.
We believe :
That Mr. Tallmadge is the strongest candidate we can put before
voters in the Fall election
and we point out the great desirability of electing a Democrat.
That Mr. Tallmadge, if elected,
will prove an able, whole-hearte- d
supporter of our great President and
of America's part in the war for
world freedom.
That Mr. Tallmadge would prove
in the United States Senate a powerful force in procuring for New
Mexico the necessary federal aid for
her great drainage and irrigation
projects.
That Mr. Tallmadge would prove
an effective advocate of changes in
banking laws which New Mexico's
Stock kaisers, Farmers and Hankers
as well know are necessary for the
proper development of our state and
of the Great New West

Mid-Ameri-
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C.L. TALLMADGE
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Through Mr. Tallmadge's
own efforts, there have come
into our state thousands of
most desirable citizens, citizens
who have taken a stake in the
country and who were needed
in its progress.
Immigration
statistics are the basis for this
statement.

New-Mexico'-

(Carlsbad Current)
The mpctifliture
of over two
thousand dollars of the funds of the
Lick the Kaiser Club was approved)
Monday afternoon by the County
Council of Defense.
The items were, roughly. S1.20KK)'
for the local Kel Cross, to be distributed all over the county to the
various precinct chapters or auxiliaries in proportion to the amount of
cash turned in by each: eight hun-- '
dred dollars foi the Knight' of
Columbus, ami one hundred and
fifty dollars tor the Salvation Armv.
The council declared that twenty
five per relit of the sum to the
credit of each l.iik the Kaiser t'lnbj
precinct should be turned hack toi
the credit of its local fieri Cross j
Some locals needed more than this
oinr had money in
apportionment,
the treasury, with no bills payable,
and in others, jt was thought that
the sum would about cover the indebtedness preserted.
Two Other Campaigns
The two other contributions were
apportioned according to the sire of
the drive. The Knichts .f f'olntn
bus asked for thirty million dollais
I he
for the country
alv.,tiou At ni
asked for ine million 'I he amount
for the Knights of Columbus was;
determined by analysis of th Red
Cross figures, and the Salvation Army;
h
was taken as
of that sum
The matter of registration of all
loafers from the ages of 18 to 60
was referred to the Lirk the Kaiser
Club Labor Committee, to which was
added Milton Smith, another member of the Council of Defense.

An American

Meeting and By
Committee

Chnlrr

I.. Tallnia.lKr. ,lr.. onlr
nan, rnlUled wlien IB. and now
in aviation Hervier In frrnnrr.
AwardMl
"criai of war" by

Through Mr. Tallmadge's

milown efforts, the capital
lions and millions
which
Xew Mexico's development required, upon which much of
the prosperity of her citizens
depended, has flowed into our
state and continues to flow.

t'raiiee.

Mr. TalhuailK'i1 is :i Westerner be liirlh. liy uplirinniiiK. iu eilmalinn :itul in lieart. He was born 45
years ago in Nebraska ami urmliuile.l uith lnh i,,n.,r- - (. n, the l',iier,in f Nebraska. He practiced law for a time, but gave up a
liis
bale..
In
and
wile
answer
eall
good practice, leaving
Mckin!e'
lur volunteers in the war for free Cuba.
Upnn his ills, hare he turm-- I liis attention pi the nee, I, and possibilities of the Southwest. Mr. Tallmadge is the
pioneer of the great movement to the Southwest which Iu, n suited in the recent rapid development of the country. He
is himself heavily interested in New Mexico.
His neighbors are bis friend,. W hen Mr. Tallinn. Ine took up the Bosipie del Apache Grant, a score of families whose
people for Herniations had occupied and cultivated poiii,,ns ,,i it were informed by him that he would not question their
rights to the land, lie sent bis eninicers to stake mil the territory which each of them claimed, and gave to each settler
a deed to his property.
It was be who introduced the idea of low railroad rates to the Southwest: who educated the people of the north to
come here; w ho conviiu ed the aili o.,d- - ,,i the a. haulage of building up the Southwest.
Prosperity in New Mexico followed his efforts; bank deposits in old towns doubled, new towns sprang up; railroad
which hitherto had not paid expense, beyau to share in the revival, and farmers, stockmen and workmen
found readier
markets fur their produce and labor.

Through Mr. Tallmadge's own efforts, the fight for New Mexico's
rights to federal aid in her reclamation and drainage projects has been
carried far toward success. With
Mr. Tallmadge in the United States
Senate, his knowledge of the subject and his personal ability will insure, we believe, the consummation
of his efforts in behalf of the project,

i

Mr. Tallmadge's Platform of Principles

Honorable Meliton Torres, Chairman Democratic Central Committee, Socorro, New Mexico.
My dear Mr. Torres:
I have your communication of recent date enclosing the resolution passed by the Democratic and County Central t ouiinittee and
bis res
approved by mass meeting of Socorro County Deiuocials.
olution requests me to become a candidate for the nomination of the
office of 1'iiited States Senator before the Democratic State Corporation.
While I deeply appreciate the compliment w'ikli is expressive of
the kindly thought of my neighbors and friends, I am moved more
by the reference to the work which I have been able to accomplish
in the past fifteen years in developing the agri :ultural resources of
the state and the bringing within its boundaries many thousands of
people who have become prominent citizens and are contributing to
the upbuilding of the coiomonw ealth in all lines of actiwty.
The first problem for every citizen is to decide "what can I best
do to aid and end the war," which can only be accomplished by a
complete victory over any enemy which is moved bv greed for power
and hist of passion to rule mankind and destroy all that is ood and
which, if it were to succeed, would bring sjavery, jiovertv and mistrv
to every home in our fair land.
Therefore, I must decide in considering your reipiest whether I
can contribute more to the common cause
in such
by
Without doubt, such office would put oneserving;
in position to
capacity
t lengthen and
uphold the regularly constituted authorities in their
conduct of the war, and this will be demanded of anyone placed in this
high office, and anything less will not be long tolerated b ihe citizens of New Mexico of its senatmr.

Further, my thought and work for the
few vears lias been
to assist in working out a plan to reclaim thepast
lands of the Rio Grande

valley, which have been so honntit'tillv favored by nature in giving all
lactor., ne. i uy to make this one of the most productive sections
ol the world an at tile same time has been one of the most neglected.
Thi- - is probably one of the oldest farmed sections of the United
Stale, Ihe early pioneer
settled and fully developed irrigalicn without governmental or financial aid. He laid
out and const: ucted his iingatioii ditches without level or transit,
but wiib a decree of intelligence that has not been equal i similar
undertaking u. like cin nnisia nees. He improved and farmed the
lands w hit h. toc eiher with slock raising, enabled him to sustain him-si- lt
and lai .il and built up one of the most productive communities
in the t
Spanish-America-

n

ouiii ry.
The Uio Grande, bcinif an international and interstate stream, is
directly in the control of the federal government. This took the distribution of its water out of the bands of the water users and through
iue.uiL,lile and iiiipropt-- t duels,,,,, ,tW storage, many thousands of
aires ot the richest land ill the world have become worthless so far
as crop in Id i, concerned
Aside from the personal loss to these
people it ha, put New .Mexico out of its rightful place as one of the
Kie.it ini.ir. wheat ami other cereal producing states and just at a
time when the world's supply of sugar, flour and other food products ne. e, ,ar to sustain the lives of the millions of laborers engaged
in war producing activities is so urgently required.

The time has arrive'! for us to overcome this deplorable condition
if we are t . do our part in ihe
present emergency. Let us not lament
over our present condition, but correct it. The first thing to do is
to urrt e n '.:r by pro ving s i,';.r beets: increase flour
by planting
ami growi i wheat: im lease meat production by
growing more
cat lie. sheep and hogs.
To do this means drainage, and drainage
means
Money.

The present crisis has proven that there is
one banker with
sufficient resources to finance every enterprise just
necessary to win th
war, and that is our Uncle Sam. His performance from the day war was

declared has proven that he is willing: to do so, and on a fair business
basis. Let us organize our drainage districts and vote our bond
and ask the federal government to loan us the money necessary to
do the construction, to aid us in getting the necessary machinery
delivered quickly.
We have the labor to do the work and grow the crops. The war
finance corporation was created by Congress with authority to loaa
three billion dollars to enterprises necessary to the proiecutioa of
the war Through this agency of the government or some othei
New Mexico can get the funds necessary to contribute its share.
I have been told by a very high government official that fivO
million acres of land with water available has not been farmed from
the lack of funds. Millions additional pounds of meat products eaa
be added if the stockman can secure the funds necessary for his business. His enterprise is certainly an essential one and should not b
permitted to suffer for lack of funds. If our present baaldcuj law
are inadequate changes should be made so that longer
tims paper MA
be carried in order to aid the stockman and farmer.

The interest of every property holder, every business and professional man and every laborer is linked with this development. Let
us concentrate our thought to the purpose of correcting a bad condition and not allow our minds to become
We will haw
to meet obstruction; red tape and bureaucracy is done away with ia
nearly every department of the government, and let this be done ia
the departments which have to do with the developments of land and
increased food production so that we can contribute our share ia
sustaining the men who have pledged their lives that our govcn
ment may live.
If the Democrats think I can fee more nscful in worlrmg out thM
wui
prvumuw tu inc capacity mentioned. 1 am willing to l
Sincerely yours,
water-logge-

d.

C L. TALUUDffiL

.

The time is short before the state convention, but reports to the Committee show that Mr. Tallmadge's strencrrfi
is growing in every precinct
Let us show the voters of New Mexico that the Democrats can unite on a candidate
whose worth is known to all and who is in accord with the nation's leaders in their
policies and with the best
thought for the progress of our state.
Respectfully submitted by
MEUTON. TORRES. Chairman

AUSTRIAN WOULD KILL
Now that the United States ha
BROTHER FIGHTING AGAINST
learned how to train, equip and transLIBERTY
AND
FREEDOM
port a million men to the battlefields
of Europe, the task of putting the Camp Kearny, July 20 Tin fightsecond and third millions in the field ing for liberty, and if my brother
will be easier. Denting Headlight hasn't got sense enough to be fighting with me, I guess Td have to
Burgalry is increasing at an ap- kill him."
So said a native of Austria, a solpalling rate, according to the Frankfurter Zeitung. The national policy dier in the Fortieth Division, naturis being individualized, as it were.
alized, at a special session of court
her recently. He was answering a
Minneapolis Tribune.

Democratic Ccnti

Committee
r

ofhe County of Socorro.

ADVERTISEMENT
hypothetical question put by A. E.
Eldredge, naturalization examiner,
as to what he would do if he met
his brother, an Austrian soldier, in
battle.
When the Austrian and German
groups of alien soldiers came before
the court, searching questions, different from those put to other aliens,
were asked. A typical set, with the
answers, follows:
"You were born in Germany?"
"Yes."
.

j

"Got any relatives

iarmy?"

in the German

"Three brothers."

"If you were fighting in the American army and met those brothers
face to face, what- would you do?"
"I guess I'd have to kill them."
One man, who said" he had three
brothers serving in the Austrian
army, hesitated long at the last question. After five minutes. Mr.
said, "I guess well have to
eliminate this man."
The presiding judge intervened.

"If he really thinks he can do his RECORD MOVEMENT OF
duty in battle as an American citi
THE AMERICAN TROOPS
zen, even if he meets those brothers.
he can be naturalized,
he said.
Washington, July 24. A record for
"I will do it," said the man. He was rapi!
troop movement was establishnatuialized.
ed at a training camp on July 7,
when Vi trains with 220 coaches carThe Director of Conciliation of the ried 10.320 soldiers from the
'ramp
Department of Labor reports that between 3 o'clock and 9 o'clw-- k over
the "tendency toward strikes is on two railroads. The former record for
the decrease." It is high time that camp evacuation
by rail, the railroad
the tendency disappeared entirely
administration reported today, was
Providence Journal.
seven trains leaving in one
car

day

rying

4.000 men.

The indications are that Lenine'
and Trotzky are about to throw off
their Russian disguise and come out
frankly in German livery.- - Dallas
News.

Thrift stamps and war savings certificate are great promoters of the!
public health. All who bay them will
do their best to live nntfl 192S.-bany Argas.
A1
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NOTICE

LAND

PUBLIC

SALE

GRANT COUNTY
nice
Lands,

of

thi Commissioner

of

Public

Santa Fc, New Mexico.
Notice it hereby given that pursuant to
th provision ol an Act oi Congress, ap- of the
1910, the law
JOth,
Koved orlone
and
New Mexico end the rule
the
Land
Office,
Stat
of
the
regulations
Commissioner of Public Landa will offer
le to the highest bidder at
M public
1 o'clock P. M on Friday, October 18, 191.
an the town of Silver City, County of
Grant, State of New Mexico, in frontdes-of
the court home therein, the following
cribed tracts of land, via.)
T. 17 S., K. 11 W.. SWX
SWXSEX, Sec. 35; Sec.
Sec. 4;
1;
SmSeu? S?c 5; WW. NWM14W Sec.

uuu

.

ifl T.

V! M
R.lam. MC.
urizvwu
S', ft 11 W., containing 880.00
P.4an W

18

acres were selected
acres, of which
tor the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail--aThe improvements con-giBond Fund.
6X.0O

value $300.00.

of fencing,

SWXSWX.
-WXNWX,
NWXSWX.

Sec. 17; SWX

Salt No. 181

Sec
SEJa. Sec. 18;
K. 13 W., containing 200.00
20; T. 17 S
acres, of which 160.00 acres were selected
for the ante Fe and Grant County RailThere are no improveroad Bond Fund.

ments on this tract.
EXNEX. EXNWX. Sec.
Sale No. 182
M T. 17 S.. R. 14 W., containing 160.00
Santa Fe and Grant
for
the
acres, selected
The imCounty Railroad Bond Fund.
of
consist
fencing,t value $75.00.
provements
Sale No. US3
Ntf, Sec. 33; SWXNWX,
See. 34; T. 17 S., R. 11 W., containing
There are no improvements
366.00 acres.
on this tract.

-

-

-

17; SEX
No. 1ZS4
EXSEX,
NIC. Sec. 20; NEXNEX, SJ4NX. NWX
SWX. NXSEX, Sec. 21; T. 17 S., R. 13 W.,
for the
containing 440.00 acres, selected
Santa Fe anil Grant County Railroad Bond
Pnnd. The improvements consist of house
and fencing, value $150.00.

Sale

-

No. IBS
SX, Sec. J; SEXSec. 5;
Sec. 4; Lot 1, NKXSKX.
S., R. 11 W., containing 6OT.78 acres.
There are no improvements on this tract.
Sale

T.

18

-

,
Sl.c, 6. SE
S., R. 13 W., contain-infor the Santa Fe
80 00 acres selected
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
There are no improvements on this tract.

No.

Sale

NEX. Sec.

12SI
7;- -

T.

SEXSF-X-

18

- SXSWX. Sec.
7; SWX, Sec.

6; NWX,
18; T. 19 S.,
NXSWX. Sec.
13
W., EXSEX, Sec. 12; T. 19 S., R.
It
14 W
containing 614.44 acres of which
selected for the Santa
SsH.44 acres were
Pe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
of fencing, value
consist
The improvements
No.

Sale

1257

$225.00.

-

of the Stat' Land Office of the But of
New Mexico, th.it 10th dsy of July, 1918.

U VV;l contain, 9j All of Sections 16, 17; EX, See. 16;
S,
acres, of which 20,547.34 acres EX. Sec. 19: All of ofSections 30,31, 29;32: EX.
T.
Sections
Sec 30; All
vers selected for the Santa Fe and Grant SWX,
S, R. 3 W.,A1I of Sections 2,14; 1, All4,
Connty Railroad Bond Fund. The improve- 28
Sec
ments consist of wells, tanks and fencing, 5, 6: NX, SEX, Sec 9: SWX,
of Sections 15, 16; SEX, Sec. 21; All of
value $10,000.00.
Sections 22, 36; T. 28 S., R. 6 W., conUin.
No bid on the above described tracts will ing 24,640.43 acres, of which 7,047.69 acres
were selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
DOLTHREE
for
than
less
be accepted
The improveLARS ($3.00) per acre, which is the ap- County Railroad Bond Fund.
ments consist of
thereto
addition
in
and
value
thereof,
praised
the successful bidder must pay for tha imNo bid on the above described trsets will
provements that exist on the land.
be accepted for lest thsn THREE DOLAll of Sec. 16; T. 19 S., LARS ($3.00) per acre, which it the apSalt Na. UM
The im- praised value thereof, and in addition thereto
R. 9 W., containing 640.00 acres.
value $408.15. the successful bidder must nay for the improvements consist of fencing, tract
of land provement t that exist on the land.
No bid on the above described
will be accepted for lest thsn $10.00 per
Sec.
SshNs.114- )- WX. SEX. SXNEX. 560.00
acre. 36; T. 23 S., R. 9 W
containing
on
tin
no
are
will
There
acres.
described
above
tracts
improvements
Each of the
No bid on the above described
tract.
be offered lor sale aeparately.
tract of land will be accepted for less than
The above sale of land will be subject $10.00 per acre
to the following terms and conditions, via.:
Each of the above described tracts will
for the Santa be offered for sale separately.
Except for land selected
Pe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund,
the successful bidder must pay to the The above sale ot lend will be subject
Commissioner of Public Lsnds or his agent to tht following terms and conditions, vis.:
of the
holding such sale,him for
the land, four
Except for land selected for the Santa
price offered by
balfor
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund,
the
sdvance
in
interest
cent
per
ance of such purchase price, feet for ad- the successful bidder must pay to the
vertising and appraisement and nil costs Commissioner of Public Lands or hisof agent
the
incidental to the sale herein, each and ail holding such sale,
of ssid amounts must he deposited in cash price offered by him for the land, four
or certified exchange at the time of sale per cent interest in advance for the baland which said amounts and all of them ance of such purchase price, fees for 'adare subject to forfeiture to the State of vertising and appraisement and all costs
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does incidental to the sale herein, each and all
not execute a contract within thirty days of said amounts must be deposited in cash
after it has been mailed to him by the or certified exchange at the time of sale
State Land Office, said contract to pro- and which said amounts and all of them
vide that the purchaser may at his option are subject to forfeiture to the State of
the date of the contract and to provide New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
moke payments of not less than
to the expiration of thirty years from alter it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to proNo bid on the above described tracts will vide that the purchaser may at his option
chase price st any time after the sale andr make payments of not less than one- -ocr cent of the pnrthirtieth of ninety-fivper cent of the pur-fo- tliinieth of ninety-fivthe payment uf any unpaid baiance at chase price at any time after the sale snd
from
the
the
to
of
the expiration
expiration of thirty years from
thirty years
prior
date of the contract with interest on defer- the date of the contract and to provide
red payments at the rate of four per cent for the payment of any unpaid balance at
the expiration of thirty years from the
per annum payable in ofadvance on the an- Hate
of the contract with interest on defer
the contract, parniversary o( the date
anon
he
the
credited
per cent
red
to
tial payments
payments st the rate of four
on the anniversary of the date of the contract next per annumof payable in ofadvance
the contract, parthe date
the date of tender.
niversary
following
to be credited on the an
tial
The sale of land selected for the Santa niversary of the date of the contract ni xt
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund following the date ol tender.
will he subject to the above terms and
sale of land selected for the S:ina
conditions except that the successful bidder FeThe
I
Railroad Bond Fund
must pay in cash or certified exchange at will anbe Grant County
subject to the above terms and
of the purchase
the time of sale,
conditions
except that the successful bidder
four
for
him
the
land,
offered
by
price
must pay in cash or certified exchanire at
per cent interest in advance for the balance the time
of the puri'hasi-pricof sale,
of such purchase price and will he reoffered by him for the land, four
for
a
contract providing
quired to execute
for the balance
in
advance
cent
interest
-the payment ot the balance ot sucn pur- per
price and will be rchase price in thirty equal annual instal- of such to purchase
a
contract
lure
execute
proviuinif
ments with interest on all deferred pay- quired
of
such
of
balance
ments at the rate of four per cent per the payment in the eqtfal annual instalthirty
annum in advance, payments and interest ments price
with interest on all deferred paydue on October first, of each year.
ments at the rate of four per cent per
and interest
The above sale of land will be subject annum in advance, payments
of each year.
to valid existing rights, easements, rights-of-wa- due on October first,
and reservations.
The above sale of land will be subject ,
to valid existing rights, casements,
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
and reservations.
the right
agent holding such sale reserves
to reject any and all bids offered at said The Commissioner of Public Land, or his
NWM, Sec. 14; T.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

NWX. Sec. 30; T. 19 S.,
Sole No.
14
W, containing 163.53, seres selected
Mr the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail-ranThere are no improveBond Fund.
ments on this tract.

32,413.08

ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands

Stat

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
PUBLIC LAND SALE

TORRANCE COUNTY
Office

-

SX. Sec. 35; T. 5 N
Sale No. 127
There
13
E., containing 320.00 acres.
no improvements on this tract.

in

tm

-

t

-

2:

2;

A

U;

t

sru.

Commissioner

the

of

Public

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

are

of

proved

The above aale of land will he subject
to valid cxiatinsT rights, easements, riehta
of way aa drceervation.

Tht Commissioner of Public Lend or
his exeat holdinsr such aale rcaervca the
right to reject any and ail bid offered
at ssid talc

Public

Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office of the State of
New Mexico, this twentieth day of July,

ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands of the
State of New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to First Publication July 26, 1918.
the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap- - Last Publication October
4, 1918.
f
roved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
.
.tate ol New Mexico and the rules and
reaulations of the State Land Office, the
STATE
MEXICO
NEW
OF
Commissioner of Public Lsnds will offer
at public sale to the highest bidder at
NOTICE PC
PUBLICATION
9 o clock
A. M.. on Monday.
September
30th, 1918, in the town of Clovis, County
LAND
PUBLIC
SALE
l curry, oiiic oi i.e-mean.,, in noil.
of the court bouse therein, the following
MCKINLEY COUNTY
described tracts of land, viz.:

Santa Fe, New Mexico,

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap- lune aitn, UiU, tne laws oi mc
of" New Mexico end the rules and
The improvements State
the
I.an.l f)(fi-taining 3AO.00 acn fc.
regulations of the Slate Lands
consist of house, barn, and fencing, value Commissioner
will offer
of Public
$585.00.
All of Sec. 16, T 7 N.,
at public sale to the highest hidder at
Sale No. 1792
10
A. M., on Monday. September jj. 36 E containing (An.' 1 acres.
The im
Sals No. 1271
EX. EXWX, SWXSWX. 30th.o'clock
Conn- 1118. in the town of Sarta
of i.ouse. haru. wrll,
consist
provements
Sec. I; NX. NXSWX. SWXSWX.
SxSKX
of Santa Fe, State of Neu
Mexico, in
cilitii aiion, value $4,.00.
c.
fol2; T. 5 N., R. 14 E., All of Sections ty
the
ol the court house therein,
35 , 36
T. 6 N., R. 14 E , cotaimng 2336.60 front
described tracts of land, vir.:
T ? N
i(
A)
Sac N KJJ
acres. The improvements consist of fenc- lowing
R. 34 ii., com anting t.lw...j j..
The itn aeri s.
H
value
$100.00.
ing,
o,
nou.e, shed. corn,,..
im-RSfE?coi,TngSYSrcr.'"'
' Provements eon,,,,
,ankan'' pl"w,nK'
No bid on the above described tracts will jTrovcmen.. consist ol fencing, value $100.00.
,'n""
DOL
for less than THREE
be
(
LAR'S (iJOO) per acre, which is the apSEXSWX. SXSEX. S.-Sale No. IM
in
addition
thereto
and
value
thereof,
N 'SEX,
S. c. l.l T. 14
All ol Sec. 16, T. 3 N
Sale No. 12S4
praised
NX
NEXSWX.
no ncres.
the successful bidder must pay ior the im
The
N., R. 8 E., SXSWX, Sec. 6, NV;4, NX R. 35 E., contain'ng
on
the
laud.
14
that
exist
T.
ents
ec.
7,
SWNl-.Xtonist oi 1, .use, corrals, well,
provements
proven.
XSEX,
.md plowing, value
9.17.10 acres.
The
K.
containinK
9
E..
N..
tanks,
fencin;'
Kfanary
All of Sec. 16; T. 5
Sale No. 1278 A.
of fent'tig and
$4,975.01).
consist
The, improvements
N., K. 14 E., containing 640.00 acres.
value $1074.00.
value
iniiT'.venicnts consist of fencing,
No bid on the above described tracts will
sNo bid on the above described
EXNWX.
$400.00.
Sale No. 1290
DOLbe accepted for h ss than TF"
2W" acr-stract of land will he accptcd for less than T. 16 N., R. 9 E conta-ininLARS
tli
($10.00.1 per acre, which, i
$10.00 per acre.
The improvements consist ol fencitic., value
in addition ti ereto
value
aid
$2W.0O.
the successful bidder must pay for l lie? im
Sale No. 127
NX, SEX, NXSWX. SEX
Sec. 32: NX provements that exist on t he land.
KXNEX.
No. 121
Sal
SWX. Sec. 32; T. 3 N., R. 14 E., contain16 N., R. 9 E., ci.iil.iining
T.
33:
Sec.
oUO.UO acres.
no
are
NW'4,
There
improveing
escribed tracts will
Each ol the above
16000 acres. The improvements consist of
No bid on the
ments on this tract.
be
for side separately.
described tract of land will be accepted well and fencing, value $530.00
for less than $10.00 per acre.
j
No bid on the shove desrrib-- 1 tmets will
The above safs of land will lie
THREE DOL- to the following terms and conditions,subject
it.:
accepted for less than
Each of the above described tracts will he
acre, which is the apLARS
per
(3.00)
he offered for sale separately.
The successful bidder must p:iy to the
praised value thereof, and in addition thereto
imbidder must pay for the
Commissioner 01 futilrc Lands or ins aitint
The abovo sale of land will be subject the successfulthat exist on the land.
holdinsr
such sale. one. twentieth of the
to the following terms and conditions, viz.: provements
rrtce offered by him for the land, lour
will
interest in advance for the
described
tracts
cent
above
the
of
per
Each
The successful bidder must pay to the
such purchase price, fees for adCommissioner of Public Lands or his agent be ollered for sale separably.
and appraisement and all costs
vertising
of the
holding such sale,'
incidtntal to the sale herein, each and all
for the land, four
The above sale ol land will be subject of said amounts
price offered by him
must he deposited in cash
balvn.:
for
and
in
the
advance
cent
interest
conditions,
to the lollowing terms
per
or certified exchange at the time oi sale
ance of such purchase price, fees for adand which said amounts and all of them
all
and
and
cosia
tO
the .,r. ..hi,..,
vertising
appraisement
Ttie Slireessful hidder mUSt Pay
fnrfilore to the Cnl nf
incidental to the sale herein, each and all
of Public l ands or his au'-nNrw Mexico, if the successful bidder does
of said amounts must be deposited in cash Commissioner
01
tne not execute a contract within thirty days
such sale,
or certified exchange at the time of sale holding offered
by him for the land, four after it has been mailed to him hy the
;ind which said amounts and all of them price cent interest
tn advance ior tne oa
State Land Office, said contract to proare subject to forfeiture to the State of per
fees for adNew Mexico, if the successful bidder does ance of such purchase price, and all costs vide that the purchaser may at his option
and
make payments of not less than
appraisement
vertising
not execute a contract within thirty days incidental
of ninety-fivto the sale herein, each and all
per cent oi the purafter it has been mailed to him by the of said amounts
be deposited in cash chase price at any time after the sale and
must
State Land Office, said contract to pro- or certified exchange at the time of sale
to the expiration of thirty years from
vide that the purchaser may at his option and which said amounts and all of them prior
the date of the contract and to provide
make
payments of not less than
to forfeiture to the State ol for the payment of any unpaid balance at
are
ol ninety-fivper cent of the pur- New subject
if the successful bidder docs the expiration of thirty years from the
Mexico,
the
sale
and
after
time
at
chase price
any
not execute a contract within thirty days date of the contract with interest on deferyears from
prior to theof expiration of thirty
it has been mailed to htm by the red payments at the rate of four per cent
the date
the contract and to provide after
Land Olfice, said contract to pro- per annum payable in advance on the anSiate
unnaid
of
balance
for the navment
aav
at vide that
the purchaser may at his option niversary of the date of the contract, parthe expiration of thirty years from tht i
ol not less than
tial payments to be credited on the andate of the contract with inurest on defer- make payments
ninety-fivof
per cent of the pur- niversary of the date of the conuact next
red payments at the rate of four per cent chase
sale
and
the
time
after
at
any
folltwing the date of tender.
price
per annum payable in advance on the an- to the expiration of thirty years Irom
of the contract, par- prior
to
and
contract
the
niversary oi the date
of
provide
the
above sale of land will he subiect
date
tial payments to be credited un the an- - ior the payment of any unpaid balance at toThe
valid existing righta. easemecs, riiits-of-waniversary of the date of the contract next the expiration
of thirty years from the
and reservations.
following the date of tender.
date ol the contract with interest on deterthe rate of four per cent
at
red
of Public Lands or his
Commissioner
The
payments
'
of
be
will
land
The above sale
subject
in advance on the an- agent holding such salr reserves the right
to valid existing rights, easements, rights-of-ws- per annumof payable
the date of the contract, par- to reject any and all bids offered at laid
niversary
and reservations.
antial payments to be credited on the
sale.
of the date of the contract next
The Commissioner
of Public Lands or his niversary the date of tender.
Possession under contrsct of tale for the
following
riicht-tagent holding such sale reserves the
above described tracta will be given on
reject any and all bids offered at said
The above sale of land will be subject signing of the contract.
sale.
rights-of-wato valid existing rights, essements.
and reservations.
Witness my hand and the official seal
Possession under contrsct of ssle for the
of the State Land Office of the State ol
above described tracts will be given on
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1918.
signing of the contract.
agent holding such sale reserves the right
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
reject ally and all bids oilered at said
Witness my hand and the official seal to
sale.
Commissioner of Public Lands
of the State Land Office of the State of
State of New Mexico.
New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1918.
Possession under contract of sale for the
1918.
above described tracts will be given on First Publication July 19,
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Last Publication September 27, 1918.
signing of the contrac
Commissioner of Public Lands
State of New Mexico.
Witness my hand nnd the official seal
of the Suite Land Otfice of the State of
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
First Publication July 19, 1918.
New Mexico, this IO1J1 day of July. 1918.
Last Publication September 27, 1918.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
P.
ROBT.
ERVIEN,
-of Public Lands
LAND SALE
Commissioner
PUBLIC
State of New Mexico.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
1918.
BACA
19,
COUNTY
BE
First Publication .Inly
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Last Publication September 27. 1'dB.
'
Commissioner ol Public
of
Office
SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS AND TIMBER
Lands,
Ssnta Fe? New Mexico.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
OTERO COUNTY
e
is
Notii
giv n that pursuant to
hereby
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of the Commissioner of Public
Offtre
the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
20th,
l"iU, the laws of the
June
Lands,
proved
SALE
PUBLIC LAND
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
State of New Mexico, and rules and reguof the State Land Office, the Comlations
LINCOLN COUNTY
Notice is hereby giv, n that pursuant to
missioner of Public L.tmts will offer
the provisions of sn Act of CnnRress, ap- public sale, to the highest bidder, al
of
Public at
Commissioner
of
the
of
llllne
the
laws
the
1910.
9
20th.
o'clock A. M., on 1 uesday, November
June
proved
Stnte of New Mexico and the rules and Lands,
12th, 1918, in the town of Fort Sumner,
Mexico.
New
Fe.
Santa
reflations of the State Land Office, the
County of Pe Baca, State of New Mexico,
in front of the court house therein, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
pursuant to following described tracts of land, viz.:
Notice
hereby given that
at public sale to the highest bidder at
apon Tu. .day. October Znd, liie provisions of an Act of CnnKnas,
2 o'clock, P. M
the laws of the
All nf Sections 1, 2, 3,
Sale No. 1Z5
in tne lown OI iwni'JVimu,
cimnij proved June 2flth, 1910,
of Otero, State of New Mexico in front Stnte of New Mexico and the rules and
NEtfSKtf. Sec.
4; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
of the State Land Office, the 5: Lota 1. 2. Sec. 6:SW(.
T. 4 N.. R. 19 E..
of the court house therein, the following,
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
described tracts, viz.:
1, 2, 3, 4. SEtfSWtf, SVSSKtf. NEi4
Lots
at
at public sale to the highest bidder
SHJ4, Sec. 1; t.ots 1, 2, 3, SV, Sec. 2;
on ai.imiuy. wt.
o clock A. M
SEXSWX. See. 13; SWX
Sale No. 1287
fcec. s. i.ots i,
m.j
of Lots I, 2, 4, Sfc4.
SKSVV'4.
NEW. SEXNWX, SWX. WXSEX. Sec. 14;: 1918, in the town ol Carnioio, County
lsw,,
SEtf, Stc. 4: NEtfSVVX,
t
al
SX Lincoln Slate ol New Mriicn in
NWX. SEXSWX, NEXSEX.
Sfr. 5. Lo,, 1 2, 3, 4, Stf,
NXNEX,
swpSFy
lcsthe
following
house
All
therein,
of
s "6 N,x Sec. j; S'A. Sec. 8j
SEX. Sec. 15; All of Sec. 16; WXNEX, the court
Sec. 9; F.V5,
WX, SKX. See. 22; EX, EXNWX. SWX. erilied tracts of land. vir.
WANY'A, Sec. 10; All of
swNf-M- .
Sec. 23; All of Sections 24. 25, 26. 27: NEX
13;
11, 12,
Sections
N!4NKK,
Sec.
I?:
Sy,SK.
Sal. No. UN
Sec. 15; All ol
NEX. Sec. 32; All of Sections 34, 35, 36:
2.W.40 W'i, SEW, Sec. 14; K'A.
Sec. 25; All
T. 16 S., R. 13 E
NX, NXSEX. Sec. 1;, Sec. 20; T. 1 S., R. 15 E., containingon this Sec. 16; SVVJ4, Sec. 24; V
There are no improvements
Sec. 3; seres.
of Sec. a,; EX, Sec. 27; T. 4 N R. 20 E
NX. Sec. 2; Lots 1, 2. SEXNEX,
T. 17 S R. 13 E., containing 78S0.92 acres. tract.
NHSJ4, Lott 1, 2. 3. 4, Sec. 2; S!4 Sec.
Sec. 4; S4, Sec. 5; NKiSKtf, SEX
The improvements consist of house, goat
; T. 9 3; S'4,
StfSWia. Sec.
Sal. No. im
Lot 6, Sec. 6; NEXNE'i, S& Sec.
sheds, corrals snd fencing, B.value, $750.00.
There are SEX.
M. of timber S., R. I E., containing SO acres.
7: NS4,
Sec. S; SV4NJ4, S'A, Sec. 9; SEX
There are 8,755,000 ft.,
no improvements on this tract.
on these lsnds valued at 813.132.50.
NWX, SWXNEX, Sec. 10; NEX. E',NWX.
Sec.
11;
N'4, Sec. 12; All of Sections It.,
Sec. 15: V
WtfNWja:,
No bid on the above described tract will
SEXNWX, Sec. 20; NEXNEX,
e.- - n- - NKSWU. Sec. 27; NtfSEtf. 17, NJ4NWX.
T.
4 N R. 21 E., Lot 5. EtfSWX,
Sec.
be accepted for leas than THREE DOL- ecu
19;
32O.0O
F... containing
'yt. T e S R
LARS f$3.00) per acre, which is the ap- c
Sec.
NJ4SEX.
6; EV5NEX. SWXNEX. NWX.
thereto acres. There are no improvements on this Sec. 7; T. 4 N., R. 22 E., All of Sections
praised value thereof, and ia addition
16. 19, NWXNEX, NWX. NWXSWX, Ey,
the successful bidder must pay for the im- trsct.
Sec. 20; All of Sec. 21; WX, Sec.
provements that exist on the lsnd.
Lot 4. Sec. 19; Lott 1, SEX,
Sale No. MM
22; W"
Sec 27; All of Sec. 28: EWA.
Sec, 30; T. 9 S., R. 9 E., WJ4NWX, Sec. 29; W)4, NEX. WSF.X, S. .:.
The successful bidder will be required 2. 1, EJ4SVVH,
The improvements .10; WXNEX, NWX. NXSWX. NWXSC!,.
to pay for the timber vslued tt $13,132.50 conliining 237.H0 teres.
valne
wtlL
of the tottl amount consist ol house, barn and
Sec. 31; All of Sections 32, 33, WNWtf.
at follows: One-fift- h
109.lia
s
and interest on the remaining
EXSWX.
SEX, Sec. 35; All of
SEXNWX,
Sec? 36; f. 5 N., R. 19 E Lot 3. NEX.
at the rate of four per cent per annum,
Sec
StfSVVX, SWHSE.
Ne.
UK
in
Sal.
he
to
$3,046.74
of
total
a
NXSEX. Sec. 31; All
paid
NEXSWX.
EVSNWX,
making
14
E., containing 11R.70 of
Sec. 32; NX, NXSWX, Sec. 33; All of
cash or certified exchsnge at the time of 6; T. 101 S., R. no
nere are
"
s
to be paid j acres.
sale.
improvement.
Sec. 36: T. 5 N., R. 20 E., EX, EJ4NWX.
The remaining
in four equal annual installments with in-- 1 tract.
SWX, Sec 31; All ol Sections 32, 33. 34,
28,33n.')2
terest at the rate of four per cent jierl
S' 35, 36; T. S N., R. 21 E., containing
UM
NEKSES,
Sale
SEHNE.
on
the
due
interest
N.
and
The improvements consist of fencacrea.
annum, payments
SEX. Sec. 13; T. 10 S., R. 14 E.. contain- s ing and corrals,
S8.700.00.
valne
anniversary 01 tne oate 01 tne contract.
no
improve-menting 160.00 acres. There are
on this tract.
All of Sec. 15; T. 2 N.,
The purchaser will not be permitted to
Sale No. UM
There
rut any timber until all has been paid No bid on the above described tracts will R. 27 E., containing 640.00 acres.
for.
no
are
improvements on this tract.
be accepted for less thsn THREE DOLthe
is
apwhich
3.00) per acre,
All of Sections 31. 32, LARS
All of Sec. 22; T. 2 N.,
Sale No. 1287 A
No. U7
and in addition thereto R.Sale
.13.
27 E., containing 640.00 acres. There are
34, 35, 36; T. 24 S , R. 8 E., All of praised value thereof,
pay for the
on
this trsct.
Sections L, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. the successful bidder must
no
improvements
that exist on the land.
23.
12, 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. 20, 21. 22
No bid on the above described tracts of
24, 25. 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 NEX, NEXNWX,
will
described
above
trsctt
Each of the
Sec. 31; All of Sections 32. 36: T. 25 S..
I All U
we
WIM
an.cjixj iui itn nitnu a n
be offered for tale aeparately.
E2.V!5S
Sec 9; SNJ4. EWSE5. Src. 25;
NKNV5,
The above tate of land witl be subject
;
Src. 26; All of (frac. I Sec.
S'tSrM,
the.ctn tne successful Diooer must pav
T. 26 5., R. 6 E., contain. tiff 36,153.24 acres, to the following terms and conditions, via.: fr.r the improvements that exist on the
of which 160.00 acres were selected for
land.
The successful bidder must pay to the
Fe and Grant County Railroad Brmd
Fund. The improvements consist of well, Commissioner ol Public Lands or hisofagent
All of Sec 36; T. S
UM
the N SaleR. No.
such sale,
holding
18 E., containing 640.00 acrea.
tanks and fencing, value $10,000.00.
The
price offered by him for the land, four
consist
of fencing, value $350.-0improvements
balthe
for
The above aale of land wit! be subject per cent interest in advance fees for adNo bid on the above described tract
to the follow in ff terms and conditions, vis.: ance of such purchase price, and all costs of land will be accepted for leaa than $3.00
vertising and appraisement
herein, each and all per acre.
The success fat bidder must nav to the incidental to the aale be
of
aaid amounts must
deposited in cash
or
Lands
nit
apent
Commissioner of Public
of the above described tracts will
the tins of sale beEach
nt
of the or certified exchange
offered for sale aeparately.
holding snch sale,
and all of them
aaid
amounts
which
and
four
the
for
land,
him
offered
by
price
of
State
the
forfeiture
to
to
balare
for
subject
The above aale of land will he subject
per cent interest in advance feet the
for ad- New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
ance of snch purchase price,
terras end conditions,
the following
ell cots not execute a contract within thirty days to
vertising and appraisement and
via:
him
the
to
mailed
been
by
incidental to the sale herein, each and all after it hat
of said amounts must be deposited in cash State Land Office, aaid contract hitto proThe successful bidder must pay to the
option Commissioner
may tt
or certified exchange at the time of aale vide that the purchaser
of Public Landa or hit agent
than
and which aaid amounts and all of them make payments eof not less
ol the
such sale,
of ninety-fivper cent of the pur- holdingoffered
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
hy him lor the land, four
aale
and
the
price
after
time
at
any
New Mexico, if the awccessful bidder- does chase price
of thirty years from per cent interest in ndvance for the balnot execute a contract within thirty days prior to the expiration
nprchaae price, fee for adprovide ance of such
after it has been mailed to him by the the dste of the contract and to
at vertising and appraisement and all costs
State Land Office, paid contract to pro- for the payment ofof any unpaid balance
the incidental to the sale herein, each and
thirty years from
vide that the purchaser may at his option the expiration
date of the contract with interest on defer- all of aaid amount mutt be deposited in
make payments of not leas than
per cent caah or certified exchange nt the time
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the pur- red paymenta at the rate of four
ana which aaid aeaoant and an
and
after
the
aale
time
per annnm payable in ndvanct on the an- - of aale
chase price at any
ate subject tt foeMtar in th
nf
the contract, par- of th.
prior ta the expiration of thirty yeara from niversary of the date
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Office
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per cent interest in advance for the
Salt Na. 1271
NEXNWX, Sec 26; T.
EXSEX. Sec. 24; SWX ance of such purchase price, fees for adSab Na. 1241
M S., R. 14 W., containing 40.00 acrea. The SEX, SEXSWX, Sec 36; T. 23 S R. 5 W
vertising and appraisement and all coats
improvements consist of fencing, value containing 160.00 acres. There art so im- incidental to the sale herein, each and all
of aaid amounts must be deposited in cash
$23..
provements on this tract
or certified exchange at the time of sale
Sale Na.
SWXNEX, SEXNWX,
Sale No. 1242
SEX, SXNEX. EXSWX, and which aaid amounts and all of them
WWSEX. Sec 35; T. 18 S.. R. 14 W SWX Sec 24; T. 23 S.,
W., containing are subject to forfeiture to the State of
NEX, NWX, NtfSWX. SEXSWX. SEX, 320.00 acrea selected for the Ssnta Fe and New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
Sec 1; All of Section 3; NEX, W14SEX. Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. The not execute a contract within thirty days
Sec 12; T. 19 S., R. 14 W., containing improvements consist of barn, well, pump after it hat been mailed to him by the
1402.18 acres were
1563.18 acres, of which
State Land Office, aaid contract to prohouse, fencing, corral, value $982.00.
elected tor the Ssnta Fe and Grant Counvide that the purchaser may at hie option
Bond
'Fund.
The improveRailroad
Sab Na. 1241
NWX, Sec 12; T. 23 S., make payments eof not less thsn
ty
ments consist of 3 houses, slaughter house, R. 9 W- - containing 160.00 acres selected
of ninety-fivper cent of the purand
ant houses, 2 wells, windmill, gas engines,, for the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail- chase price at any time after the ssle from
road Bond Fund. The improvements con- prior to the expiration of thirty years
tracing tanks, value $7,362.50.
sist of fencing and 20 acres cleared, value the date of the contract and to provide
Al of Sec. 2: SEX, $335.00.
for the payment of any unpaid balance at
Sab No. 1271 A
Sec. 3; NHNWX,
the expiration of thirty yeara from the
SEXNEX, SXSWX, SV4
Sale No. 1244
SWX, Sec 15; T. 25 S., date of the contract with interest on deferSEX, NEXSEX, Sec. 4; All of Sections 10,
7, SWXNEX, Wtf. W4SEX
R. 10 W., containing 160.00 acres selected red payments at the rate of four per cent
ll;Tots 3,All6, of
Sections 14. 16, NJ4NM5, for the Santa Fe arrd Grant County Rail- per annum payable in advance on the anSec 13;
SWX. SWXSEX. Sec. 17; SEX, Sec 18; road Bond Fund. The improvements con- niversary of the date of the contract, parc.
tial payments to be credited on the ansist of fencing and clearing, value $250.00.
SWXNEX, SV4NWX, SWX.
the date of the contract next
20; All of Sec. 23; Lots 2, 3, WXNEX.
niversary of
R.
SWX. Sec 4: T. 26 S..
Sab No. I2
following the date of tender.
WX, Sec. 24; Lot 6, NWX. NKSWX. SWX
SWX. NWXSEX. Sec. 25: All of Section 10 W., containing 160.00 acres selected for
The aale of land selected for the Snnt.i
Sec. 27: SSNEX. FV5 NWX- tne Santa re ana urant vouniy nauroaa
(.. F.MW54,
There are no improvements Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
NWX NWX. NHSEX. Sec. 28; ESEX. Sec. Bond Fund.
be eubject to the above terms snd
will
33
T.
R.
S..
Sections
Afl
this
oa
34,
36;
tract
of
35,
33;
14 W.. EV4. NWX. NEXSWX. SVSSWX, Sec
conditions except that the successful bidder
WX, Sec 27; All of Sec- must pay in cash or certified exchange at
Sab Na. 1248
S; NEK. SXNWX, NWXSWX. SXSX. Sec.
h
of the purchase
; Lot 3, SWXNWX,
WWSWX- - Sec. 4: tions 31, 32, 33; WX. Sec 34; T. 21 S.. R. the time of aale.
NWXSEX. SWXSWX. Sec. 5: WX. NFX 13 W., All of Sections 1, 12, 13; NX. SEX, price offered by him for the land, four
21 S., R. 14 W
for the balance
in
advance
T.
cent
interest
Sec.
EX,
Sec
25;
SEX.
Sec
7;
SX
24;
per
SHNEX.
NEXSWX.
NEX,
and will be reSWX, NXSEX. SWXSEX. Sec. 8; All of WX, Sec 3; All of Sections 4, 5. 6; WX, of snch purchase a price
contract providing for
Sec. M; SEXNEX. NEXSWX. SXSWX. NX Sec 7; All of Sec 8; WXNEX. WX. SEX. quired to execute
of such purSEX. Sec 17; NXNEX. SEXNEX. NWX. Sec 9; EXNWX. SWX. Sec K; All of the payment of the balance annual
instalNXSWX. SEXSWX. WXSEX. SEX SEX, Sec 16; Lots L 2, SEXNWX. EXSWX. Sec. chase price in thirty onequal
all deferred pay
W
SX, Sec 5; All ments with interest
Sec 18; NX. Lots 3, 4 Sec. 19; WXNWX. 18; T. 22 S, R. 13 24
cent
of
four
13
conthe
W
rate
per
ments at
per
S., R.
EXSWX, Sec 20; WXNWX. SWXSWX of Sections a, 17; T.
annum in advance, payments and interest
Sec
SEXNWX, NEXSWX, SWXSWX. taining 11674.52 acrea, of which 8608.13 acres due
on October first of each year.
for the Santa Fa and Grant
Set 27; NWXNWX. NWXSWX- - SEXSWX. were selected
There are
SWXSEM. Sec 29; SXNEX, NWX. NEX Coanty Railroad Bond Fund.
The above sab of land will be subject
SEX, Sec 30; NEXSEX. See. 31; AH o Se. ao improvements oa this tract.
to valid exiating righta, casements, rights-of-way- ,
31: All of Sec 32; WXNEX. SEXNWX.
and reservations.
All of Sec N; T ' 28
Sab Na. 127
SWVL Sec 34; All of Sec. 36; T. 33 Si. R.
If W- - SXSX. See. I; All of Sec 36; T. S., R. W containing 640.00 acrea. There The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
33 S, R. 15 W, SXSX. Sec I; All of Sec. arc no improvements oa this tract
agent holding snch tale reserves the right
12; EX. Sec 1.1; All of Sections 25. 36. T.
All of Sections 27, 34; to reject any aad all bids offered at said
Sab Na. 1248
31 S.. R. .M W.. All of Sections I, 2. 3.
SX, Sec ; SX, Sec 5: SX, Sec 6; All of T. 26 &, R. 6 W, NEX, Sec 5; AH of tab.
Sections 1, 8. 9, W. 11, 12, U, 14. 15. 16. Sec TjWXv Sea, 8; All of Sectioaa 17,
Possession ander contract of aale for the
V. 18; Afl of (frac) Sec 19; All of Sec- 18, 19; WX. Sec 20; All of Section 33,
tions 20. 21. 22. 23. 24; T. 34 S, R. 14 W., 34, 15; T. 27 S, R. 6 W, All of Sections above described tracts will be given an
1L
13, 14, 23, 24,
Sec 26; signing of the contract.
EHNWX. NEXSWX. SEX. Sec 3; SWXSEX.
.3 W M- - T 2? S25; R.NX; W
Sec II: SEXSWX. SWXSEX. Sec. 12; NWX
hand end the official seal
SM.
Sec
Sec Witness
EX.
Sec
Sec
SX.
4;
NWXNEX. NEX
I;
SEX. NXSWX. sec
6;

CURRY COUNTY
Office

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

State of Maw Manias, if tki
bidder doss not scent a contract srataan
thirty day afttf it ha boea mailed M
him by th But
Land Offiet, Hid asm-trait) pro ride that th purchaser may
at hi option man payments of not lea
than
of ninety-fiv- e
par ttsi
of tht purchase price at any tma
sitae
tht sale and prior to tha expiration of
thirty years from th oat ot th cow-traand to provide for tht payment of
sVtrtisa X
any unpaid balance at th
thirty year from th date of the contract with interact on deferred pa j ants
at the rat of four per cent per annnm
psysbl in advance on th
4suvcrnr of
the dat of th contract, partial payment
to be credited oa the anniversary of the
dat of the contract next followma th
data of tender.

Potsessionunder contracta of aale for
the above described tracta will be arfvan
on or before October 1st, 1919.

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND SALE

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

V

9:4,

-

R.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

-

-

-

,

Sale No. 1277
SEXSWX. SEX. Sec.
SWX. Sec. 35; T. 9 N., R. 7 E., con-

34:

-

-

Public

-

-

cuu

of

Sale No. 127.
SXNEX. SWXSWX EX
SWX. SKX, Sec. 9: All ol Sec. 16; EX
Sec. 17; EX, Sec.
SWXNEX,
SEX,
NEX,
20; All of Sections 21, 28; EX, Sec. 29;
SWX. Sec. 30; NX. Sec. 31; NX. EXSWX,
NWXSWX.
SEX, Sec. 33; T. 5 N., R. 11
The improveE., containing 4278.05 acres.
ments consist of well, windmill, tank, corrals, and fencing, value $3000.00.

-

-

Commissioner

the

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice ia hereby given that pursusnt to
the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
State of New Mexico and the rules and
regulations of the State Land Office, the
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lsnds will offer
Commissioner of Public Lands
at public sale to the highest bidder at
State of New Mexico.
9 o'clock A. M., on Wednesday, October
23rd, 1918, in the town of Estancia, County First Publicstion July 19, 1918.
of Torrance, State of New Mexico, in front Last Publication September 27, 1918.
of the court house therein, the following
described tracts of land, vis.:

-

NEX. SXNWX, NXSWX.
Sato No. 127
1. 2, 3. SNWX.
Sale No. 1234
NWX, Sec. 4; T. 25 S., Salt No. 1228 See. Lots
5.
See. 4; T. 33 S., R. 17 W., containing 330.72 R. 8 W.,
6: All of Sections
Si.SFi.
163.78 acres.
The imThere are no improvements on tnis provementscontaining
consist of house, corrals, well, 4, T. 15 S., R. 1 W., containing 1740.57 acres..,
The improvements consist oi wc
and grubbing, value $655.00.
fencing, value $350.00.
All of Sections 34. 35;! Sala No. 123S
Sala No. IMS
Sec. 33; T. 26 S..
NWX.
J
17
R.
of
All
Sections 17, 18, R. 9 W., containing 160.00 acres selected
T.
W.,
S.,
SX, Sec. 8: WX Sec.
Sale No. 1221
All of Sections
ML 20; T. 27 S., R. 16 W..
15: All of Sections 16, 17, 21; NX,
for the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail17
R.
26
T.
W.,
S.,
3, 4, 5,
,
containing! road Bond Fund. The improvements con- Sec. 22; SWXNWX. WXSWX. Sec. 21; NX
99.38 acres selected for the Santa Fe and sist of well and
NX. Sec. 25; SWXSWX, SXSEX, Sec 1;
clearing, value $125.00.
There
Grant County Railroad Bon-- Fund.
SEXNEX. EXSEX. Sec. 12; EXNEX. Sec.
I
ft no improvements on this tract.
SEX. Sec. 21; T. 26 S., 13; T. IV S., R. 5 W containing 3640.00 acres
Sals No. I2M
which 2f 00.00 acres were selected ior the
for
of
160.00
selected
acres
W
R.
9
fUle No. I2M
WXSEX. EXSWX. Sec.' the Santacontaining
Fe and Grant County Railroad Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Mind
SWX. llond Fund.
WXEX.
tKNWK,
$; NKXNKX.
of
The improvements consist of 2
consist
Fund.
The
improvements
See. 8: ESr.MSEXNEX, Sec. 7; SWX well, fencing and clearing,
wells and windmills, tanks ami fencing,
value $300.00.
SE'4, Sic. 1?; NV5FM, N.SSEVtj, Sec. 13;'
value $2,100.00.
t;.;.-f.:'17:
.mi ol .v
NEX. Sec. 22; T. 26 S.,
sft!cyt. nec. Sale10 No. 1217
Sec. 17. T.
SWviSWX.
G.I. m.
30; SK. Sec. 18; Lot 1, Sec. 19; EtfW
R.
W.. containing 160.00 acres selected
The
SEW, Sec. 31; All of Sec. 32; T. 18 S.. R. for the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail19 S., R. 7 W., containing 40.00 acres.
U W., EX, S!4SWtf, Sec. 15; NEXNF-H-,
of
conconsist
The improvements
fencing, value
road Bond Fund.
improvements
Sec. 22; NVNVVX. Sec. 23; SW'XWX, SE!4, sist of house, well, fencing and clearing, $50.00.
Sec. 24; NEX, NEXSEX, Sec. 25; T. 1R S.. value f4W.nn.
R. 14 YY., containing 3dw.'7 cr.a, ot ,t!:i.-i- t
No bid on the above described tracts will
afAOO acres were selected
(or the Santa Fe
All of Section 2; T. 26 be accepted for leas than THREE DOL- Sale No. 1218
aad Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. S., R. II W containing 593.26 acres. There LARS ($3.00) per sere, which is the ap- thereto
The improvements consist of fencing, value are no improvements on this trsct.
praised value thereof, and in addition
isrs.tn.
the successful bidder must pay for the itn-- 1
that exist on the land.
SWXSWX.
Sala No. 123
NEXSWX.
provements
Sala No. tnt
E'SNEX. NEXSEX, SWX-SEX- , Sec. 8; WXSEX, Section 18; WXNEX,
Sec. 11; WS4NWX, SWX. Sec. 12; EK Section
R.
3
Each of the above described tracts will
W.,
T. 20 S.,
19;
NWX, NWXNWX, Sec. 13; WXNEX, Sec. containing 240.00 acres, selected for the be offered for sale separately.
14; T. 18 S.. R. 14 W., containing 600.00 Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
ores selected for the Santa Fe and Grant Fund.
The
contitt of The above sale of land will be subject
improvements
Coanty Railroad Bond Fund. The improve- fencing, value $175.00.
to the following terms and conditions, vis.:
ments consist of fencing, value $150.00.
for land selected for the Santa
SWX, Sec 22; NX.
Sab Na. 1248
EX,
Saw No. 1271
NEXSEX. Sec. 14; NX NEXSEX. SWXSEX, SEXSWX. Sec. 23; FeExcept
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund,
SWX, Sec. 13; T. 18 S R. 14 W., contain-la- SEXNWX. Sec. 25; EXNWX, NEXSWX, the successful bidder must pay to the
120.00 acrea selected
for the Santa Fe Sec. 26; T. 20 S., R. 10 W containing Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
of the
aad Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. 1080.00 acres. There are no improvements holding auch sale,
Taerc are mo improvements on this trsct. on this tract
price offered by him for the land, four

of

Lsnds,

sale.

-

'

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

-

KB,

1911.

-

to rcicct any and all bids offered at said
Possession under contract of sale for the sale.
above described tracts will be given on
Possession under contract ot sale lor tne
signing of the contract
above described tracts will be given on
official seal
and
the
hand
Witness
my
Sale No. USt
WX. Sec. 20; T. 19 S., of the State Land Office of the State of
R. 14 W., containing 320.00 acres selected New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1918.
Witness my hand and the officlM seal
for the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail-rea- s
of the State Land Office of the State of
Bond Fund.
There are no improve-ssrentNew
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Mexico, this 10th day ol July, Wis.
on this tract.
Commissioner of Public Lands
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
State of New Mexico.
EX. E'AWA. SWXSWX.
Sala No. 12M
Commissioner of Public Lands
R. 17 W., containing First Pablication July 19. 1918.
Sec. 35; T. 19 S
State of New Mexico.
5H.00 acres selected for the Santa Fe and Last Publication September 27, 1918.
First Publication July 19, 1918.
There
Grant County Railroad Bond Sund.
-Last Publication September 27, 1918.
nee no improvements on this tract.
-MEXICO
STATE
NEW
OF
Lots 2, 3, 4, EXEX, Sec.
Sale No. 12M
2, 3. NXNWX. SWX
1; All of Sections
MEXICO
PUBLICATION
FOR
NEW
NOTICE
OF
STATE
WWX, NXSX, Sec. W; NXSJ4 Sec. 11; WX
Sec. 12; T. 20
NEK, NWSWX, NWXSEX, 2202.72
PUBLICATION
LAND
SALE
FOR
PUBLIC
NOTICE
of
17
acres,
W., containing
S., R.
Which 1562.24 acres were selected for the
PUBLIC LAND SALE
LUNA COUNTY
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
Pwnd.
The 'improvements consist. of house.
SIERRA COUNTY
Office of the Commissioner of Public
value
Us, well, tencing,
Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Sale No. 122 -- All of Sec. 5; T. 23 S.,
Office of the Commissioner of Public
E, 14 W., containing 640.97 acres selected
k""1'
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant to
Sants Fe, New Mexico.
tar the Santa Fe and Grant County
There are no improve-atent- s the provisions of an Act of Congress, apBond Fund.
the
laws
of
the
on this tract.
Notice ia hereby given thst pursuant to
proved June 20th, 1910,
State of New Mexico and the rules and the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap20; SWX regulations of the Stste Land Office, the proved
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
Sals No. 12(9
SWKSWji, Sec.
Sec. 21; T. 19 S., It 10 Commissioner of Public Lands will offer State of New Mexico and the rules and
i, WXSWX,160.00
acres. There are no at public sale to the highest bidder at regulations of the State Land Olfice, the
W containing
9 o'clock A. M., on Saturday, October 19th, Commissioner of Public Landa will offer
improvements on this tract.
1918, in the town of Deming,
County of at sublic sale to the highest bidder . at
SEX
Sec.
Sala No. 124
1;
Luna, State of New Mexico, in frontdes-of 3 o'clock P .M., on Wednesday, October
SEXNWX.
therein, the following
16th. 1918, in the town of Hillsboro, bounty
EXSEX, Sec. 2; NEXNEX, NWX the court house
of Sierra, State of New Mexico, in front
SKji, Sec II; T. 19 S.. R. 12 W., EXE& cribed tracts of land, via.:
of the court house therein the following
SeeYl; T. 19 S., R. 13 W., containing 400.50
Sale No. 1231
acres, of which 120.00 acrea were selected
NEXNEX, Sec. 18; T. described tracts of land, vis.:
Mr the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail21 S , R. 5 Wa containing 40.00 acret telect-eThere are no improveroad Bond Fund.
for the Santa Fe and Grant County
SEXNWX, Sec. 14; T.
Sab No. 1226
ment on this tract.
The Improvements 13 S., R. 6 W., containing 40.00 acres. The
Railroad Bond Fund.
consist of house, well, windmill, corrals, improvements consist of ditch and fencing,
Lot 1, SXNWX. SWX. tank and fencing, value $1,400.00.
Sale No. !M
value $50.00.
Sec. 31; T. 20 S., R. 14 W.. SEX.
SSEX,
Sec 35; T. 20 S., R. 15 W containing 522.40
Lot 5, SEXSWX, SX
Salt Na. 1227
31; All of
Sec
Sale No. 1232
EXEX.
160.00
were
selected
of Sec.
acres
acres, of which
Sec. 32; T. 21 S., R. 10 W
containing SEX, Sec.Sec.'6; EX, Sec 8; All Sec.
14;
tar the Santa Fe and Grant County RailSEX.
10;
SXSWX,
of
consist
800.00
The improvements
Sec.
The improvements con-sa- fencing,acres.
SfeXSEX,
road Bond Fund.
value $250.00.
SWXNWX, SWX, WXSEX.
of fencing, value $110.00.
15; All of Section 16; NX, SEX. Sec. 21;
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 30; NXNEX. NXNWX. SWXNWX, Sec. 22; T.
No. 1233
Lot 2, Sec. 5; All of Sec. T.Sale
Sala No. UN
23 S.. R. 10 W., EXEX, Sec. 25; T. 23 14 S., R. 2 W., containing 3320.34 acres,
for the
WX, SEX, Sec. S., R. 11 W.,
RWKNEX,
; NJNEX,
containing 319.04 acres select- of which 480.00 acret were selected
X; T. 24 &, R. 17 W., containing 1281.95 ed for the Santa Fe and Grant County Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
aoaes.
There are no improvements on this Railroad Bond Fund.
The improvements consist oi s
There are no im- Fund.
house, value $300.00.
provements on this tract
12S8

of New Mexico.

First Publication July 19, 1918.
Last Publication September 27.

ths date of the contract aad to provide tial aantenti to be credited oa th an
for tht payment of any unpaid balance at niversafy of the data of th contract next
th expiration of thirty year from the oiiowing tot oaic oi icaacr.
date of tha contract with Interest on deferThe above sale of land will be subject
red psymentt at tht rate of four per cent
existing ngats, easements, ngnis
per annum payable in ofadvance on the an- to valid and
reservations.
the
the
date
parof
contract,
niversary
tial payment! to be credited on tht anThe Commissioner of Public Lands or hit
niversary of the date of tht contract next
following tne oate ol tenaer.
to rcicct anv and all bids offered at said
The above ssle ol land win oe suoiect saic
to valid exialin richts. easements, rights
Possession under contract of aale for the
of way, and reservations.
above described tracta will be given on
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his signing of the contract
the right
agent holding auch ssle reserves
Witness my hand and the official seal
to reject any and all bids offered at said
of the State Land Office of tht Stttc of
sale.
New Mexico, this 10th dsy of July, 1918.
Possession under contract of stle for the
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
above described trsets will be given on
Commissioner of rublic Lands
signing of the contract.
State of New Mexico.
Witness my hsnd and the official seal
1918.
of the State Land Office of the State of Firtt Publication July 19,
Publication
Last
September 27. 1911
New Mexico, this 10th dsy of July, 1918.
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Comra

the

tuonrr

Santa Fe,

Putdic

of

N w

Mexico.

-

V ice is hereby given it:.,pursuant to
In. provisions of an A t of Congress approved June 20th. 1910, tin laws of the
and reguStale of New Mexico, : nd
ni ce, the Co
lations ol the State La
vill olier at
of Public Luml
bidder st
salr t" 'he high.
public
A. ii., on Tuesday,
Novem' er
o'clock
"
li, I'JIH, in the town of (ialluii, Cou: ty
.
St;, lc of V
dexico, fl-,.-;a.
iKiey.
lie cuur; hoce lii-n, the
rnt of i Ncrilud
tracts of lanu, viz.;
me; dt
All of Scr'u.j 36, T. 13
Sale No. 1298
acres. Th re
N., K. 16 W-- , coin lininn
no
are
impiu.cu..its on tiu tract. Th-rre 3,217,500 ft., II. M. of timber on tilts
valued at $4,826.25.

i.t,

The successful bidder will
to pay in cash or certified
the time of sale, the total

l,e required
xchanue at
..mount bid
tor the land, and he will also be required
to pay for ilie timber at tin above sta'ed
calue.

All of Sec. 36. T.

Sale No. 13M

13

N.,

K. 15 W., containing 64iJ.00 acres.
The itn- frovi ments consisi of house, si eds, barns.cleart .iltics. well, pumping plant,
bouse, and granink', plowing, cellar, ho
.alue
$3,3a.'5.00.
ary,

No bid on the above described tracts of
land will be accepted for less tl an THKI'.E
IxiI.I.ARS ((3.UG) per acre, which is ihe
appraised value thereof and in addition

thereto the successful bidder must pay tor
the improvements that exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracta of
land will be ottered ior sale aepara

iy.

The anle of land in sale No. 1300 wiM
be subject to the following ttnui and Condition!, vie:
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner
of Public lands, or his ageat
such
sale, one- - twentieth of the
holding
offered
by him for t)a land, four
price
cent interest in advance for the balpr
ance of such purchase price, the free
and
and
far advertising
appraisement
all costs incidental to the sale herein, aad
each and all of said amoum s must be
deposited in cash or certified exchange
amounts
at the iimc of sale, and which
sand all of them are subject 10 forfeiture
to the State of New Mexico if tha successful
bidder does not ext cute a contract within thirty days after it haa been
Trailed to him by the State Land Offioc,
said contract to provide that the purchaser
may at his option make paymenta of not
of ninety-fiv- e
ss than
par
rent of the purchase price at any time al ar
the sale iiiii prior to the expiration at
thirty years Irom date of the contract aadd
to provide for the paynfent of any
balance at the expiration of thirty
years from the dte of the contract, with
interest on deferred payments it the rata
of four per cent per annum payable hi
advance on the anniversary of tha data
of contract, partial payments to be creditof the data of
ed oa the anniversary
em tract next following the date of tend- The above sale of land w'il be aubict
ti valid existing rights, easements, righta
of way, and reservations.
The Cumm i rtsioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding such sale reserves the
right to reject any and all bids offered
at said aale.

Possession under contracts of sale for
the above describid tracts will be given
in or before October 1st, 1919.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Lani Office of the State of
New Mexico, this twentieth day of July,
1918.

ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication July 26, 1918.
Last Publication October 4, 1918.

CLASSIFIED
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of
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PERSONAL
EGYITIAN LOVE an. Hypnotic Perfume
(or ladies and gentk men; said to give
power to attract or repel love or make
others do your will. Put it on your tic
or waist and watch results. Package 25c;
60c.

3,

5,

$1.00.

Chemical

Beaumont, Texas. No.

Co.,

Box

69,

ARE YOU SINGLE? Would you marry if suited ? Let me find your ideal,
absolute satisfaction ; Many wealthy
wishing marriage; honorable condeacriptions free;
fidential; members
Oakland Calif.
Mrs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
-- So. Hi
4
MATERNITY HOSFA1RMOUNT
NEW
PITAL for confinement; prices reasonable,
babiea
for
work
adopted. Write
board;
may
for booklet, Mrs. T. B. Long, 4911 E. 27th.
Kansas City, Mo. No. 203.

AND LIQUOR HABITS treated by
the most humane and scientific methods
at Magdalene Hospital, Magdalena, N. M.,
Address all communications to Dr. H. J.
Abcrnatby, P. O. Box I03.-- No. DRUG

MARRY IF LONELY; for results try me;
best and most successful "Home Maker";
hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; yeara of experience; descriptions free.Box "The Succees-fu- l
S56, Oakland,
Hub", Mrs. Purdie,
Cal.-N-

o.

TO HEAR FROM OWNER OP
tt,H fne .ale. O. K.

WANTED
t

Hawley,

Baldwin,

Wis.No.

REFINED SOUTHERN
SJ0,a. Would marry.

Toledo,

Ohio.

WIDOW,

35,
35,

No.

worth
League,

Send dime,
YOUR FUTURE FORETOLD:
age, birthdate for truthful, reliable, con-

Hause.
vincing trial reading. Harel
Pual Ave. Los Angeles, Cal.-- No.

612

St.

FRENCH LADY, 21, worth
Anxious to marry honorable gentleSt. Los
Terapfe

HANDSOME
$125,000.

man. Mrs. Warn. 221654
No.
Angeles. CaL

WEALTHY YOUNG WIDOW would marry
man, old as W
trustworthy, home-lovinconsidered. Mrs. M. Box $84, Los Angeles,
Cal.--

No.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
cJW'BURN HALF COAL OIL, or
Chespest Gasoline, nsinf oud 191S Carburetor: 34 miles per gallon guaranteed. Easy
starting. Great .power increase. Attach it ,
yourself. Big profit selling for us. 30 daya
trial Money back Guarantee. Sty lea ta
Carburetor
fit any automobile.
Comnanv. 180 Madison Street. Dayton. Obi.
FORDS

No.

,

.

years, and I ought to know all about

'

It"

"OUTWITTING THE HUN"
By Lieutenant Pat O'Brien
(Copyright.

IBIS, by

Pit Alvi

O'Brien)

After that this German officer and
I became rather chummy; that Is, as
far as I could be chummy with an
good
enemy, and we whlled away
many long hours talking about the
days we hud spent In San Francisco,
and frequently In the conversation one
of us would mention some prominent
Callfornlan, or some little Incident occurring there, with which we were
both famlllur.
He told, me when war was declared
he was, of course, Intensely putrlotle
and thought the only thiug for him to
do was to go buck and aid In the defense of his country. He found that
he could not go directly from San
Frnnclsco, because the water was too
well guarded by the Kngllsh, so he
bourded a boat for South America.
There he obtained a forged passport
and In the guise of a Montevidean took
passage for New York and from there
to England.
He passed through England without
any difficulty on his forged passport,
but concluded not to risk going to Holland for fear of exciting too much suspicion, so went down through the
Strait of Gibraltar to Ifaly, which was
neutral ut that time, up to Austria,
and thence to Germuny. He snid when
they put In at Gibraltar, utter leaving
England, there were two suspects
taken off the ship, men that he wns
sure were neutral subjects, but much
to his relief his own pussport and credentials were examined and passed
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sisilng of six men each got ready to beat off those three Huns, but there apple! I could just as easily have
I started to put on wus nothing for me to do but fight, and eaten a brick.
As
out
go
Investigations of the use of motor- again.
PRISONER OF WAR AFTER
HIMSELF
When ho got no answers out of me,
trucks In hauling farm produce to mar.;'
my t utile I noticed that I wus not my hands were full.
marked up for duty as usual.
In fighting, your machine Is drop- he wulked away disgustedly.
ket are being carried oat and In son
MIRACULOUS ESCAPE FROM DEATH.
I asked the
"You don't have to worry any more,"
commanding olllcer, a ping, dropping all the time. I glanced
major, what the reason for thut wus, nt my instruments, nnd my altitude lie declured, as a parting shot. "For
and he replied that he thought I hud was between 8,000 nnd 9,000 feet. you the war Is over."
I:
n n
of Momciicc, III., iifti'r seeing
Synopsis. 1'ul
I was given a little broth later In
done enough for one iluy. However, While I wus still looking at the Inservice In In' A r i
Hying corps mi In- Mexican liorilcr 111 lOW,
I knew that If I did not
go, someone struments, the whole blamed works the day, and as I began to collect my
juliis Hi.' Itritish linyiil Flying corps in ( jt i in l:i , mill after n brief train-in;else from another "flight" woul'J have disappeared. A burst of bullets went thoughts I wondered what had haplitIs iiKslgnod In .1 sipiiiilroii In active
Tii ii Is sent In l'r:i In
to take my place, and I insisted upon into the Instrument board and blew pened to my comrades In the battle
Hi
hi' front, lie i'M'.'iiiji'S in several lint lights with (icnniili
scrvi
going up with my patrol as usual, and It to smithereens, another bullet went which had. resulted so disastrously to
llyers. from which In1 emerge vietorinus.
the major reluctaiflly consented. Hud through my upper Hp, came out of the me. As I began to realize ray plight
be known what was in store for me, I roof of my mouth and lodged In my I worried less about my physical coninn sure he wouldn't have cluinged Ills throat, and the next thing I knew was dition than the fact that, as the
to
one
are
CHAPTER III.
of
hardest
the
tliey
tilings
hod pointed out, for me the war
mind so readily.
when I cume to in a German hospltnl
2
so through. If they hit the iiiui'liili
As it was we had only flv machines the following morning ut five o'clock, was practically over. I had been In It
it
tli
is
to
catch tire and then
hound
Captured by the Huns.
but a short time, and now I would be
for this patrol, anyway, because as we (ierinun time.
I shall nut easily fulfi l Hi.' ITlll of Jig Is up.
a prisoner for the duration of the war I
I was a prisoner of war.
crossed
the
to
lines
one
of
them
had
I
III
All Hie time, too,
was helm; nt
Auxii:!, 1!I7. I killed two Huns
The next day some German flying
drop out on account of motor trouble.
the double-seatein 111.' lacked by "Archie" the autialrcrii
officers visited me, and I must say they
Our patrol was up at 8 p. m., ntiil up
CHAPTER IV.
I
morning, another ill the evening, llllil gun.
escaped the machine guns ail' to within ten minutes of that hour It
treated me with great consideration.
then I was raptured myself. I may the "Hunting onions," hut "ArcMe." the hail been
They told me of the man 1 hud brought
entirely uneventful.
Clipped Wings.
have spent inure eventful days In my anllaircraft lire, cot me four1 or Ilv
At 7:."i0 p. m., however, while we
The hospital in which I found my- down. They snld he wns a Bavarian
n't recall any Just now. times. Kvery time u hullt pluggei
life, Imt I
were Hying at n height of lU.OOO feet, self on the morning after my enpture nnd a fairly good pilot. They gave tne O. K.
That morning, In crossing the line me. nr rather my iuachiu, it mad
we observed three other English ma- was a private house made of brick, his lint as a souvenir und compliment
The Hun spoke of his voyage from
(in early morning patrol, I liiillred hind ban);, nil account of the tension chines which were about
America to England ns btlng excep
3,000 feet very low and dirty, and not at all ed me on the fight I hud put up.
two I'oiinan tin Dim his. I deeideil Unit on the material covering the wings.
below us jiick a tight with nine Hun adapted for use as a hospital. It had
My helmet, which wus of soft tionally pleasant, and snld he hud a
None of their shots hurt me until
us sunn ns my pal ml was over I
machines.
evidently been used but a few days on leutber, was split from front to back fine time, because he associated with
Vi'iinld go otT mi my own liiHik and see I was about u mile from our lines, and
I knew right then that we were In account of the big push that wns takby a bullet from a machine gun, and the English passengers on bourd, his
Truck Passing Over Macadam
what a t'crman balloon looked like then they hit my motor. Fortunutely, for
It, because I could see over toward ing place at that time of the year, and they examined It with great Interest. fluent English readily admitting hlin Heavy
I
on
to
still
had
allitude
drift
Road In New Jersey.
enoiiKh
eluse iiiarters.
ocean a whole Hock of Hun ma- In all probability would be abandoned When they brought me my uniform I to severnl spirited arguments on the
the
Tlirse nlise nation hallnims are used to our own side of the lines, for my chines which evidently had escaped us soon as they hud found a better found that the stur of my rank which subject of the wur, which he keenly cases
actual shipments of farm prodby both sides in '"iijiinrl Inn with the motor was completely out of commis tlie attention of our scrappy countrylil ace.
had been on my right shoulder strap enjoyed. One little incident he reluted ucts are being supervised.
sion.
They Just raised the dickens men below us.
A mini sils up in the balartillery.
four
had
contained
on
In
been
off
one
shot
all, the house
clean. The
A motortruck route from VIneland,
with me all the time I wus descend'
loon wiili a wireless apparatus and diSo we dove down on those nine rooms and a stable, which was by far my left shoulder strap they asked me
N. J to New York city has been esrects the Hriii); nf the guns. From Ills In);, and I begun to think I would Huns.
never
I
C.
as
for
the largest of all. Although
a souvenir, as also my R. F.
tablished, over which trucks travel
point of vantage he call fnllnw tin strike the ground before crossing the
At first the fight wns fairly even. looked into this "wing" of the hospital. badges, which I gave them. They alregularly picking up eggs from
line, but there was a slight wind
work of his own arlillery Willi n
There were eight of us to nine of them. I was told that It, too, was filled with lowed me to keep my "wings," which
and delivering them direct to
decree nf aeeiiriicy niiil at my favor, and It curried nie two miles Hut soon the other machines which I patients lying on beds of straw around I wore on my left breast, because they
wholesale dealers In New York city.
the same time he can nhsi'i've the ene- behind our lines. There the balloons bad seen In the distance, and which on the
ground. I do not know whether were aware that that Is the proudest
The first load went through without a
I had
gone nut to get had lie satisfac
my's mnveiiieiits and report them.
were Hying even higher than we were, they, too, were officers or privates, possession of a British flying officer.
single egg being broken and made betThe tierinans arc very good lit this tion of "pinpointing" ie. Through arrived on the scene, and when they.
I think I am right In saying that the
The room In which I found myself
ter tins: than express shipments.
w hich tbey were able to
lie
dirociions
use
In turn, dove down on us. there wus contained eight beds, three of which only chivalry In this war on the Gerwork, and they
ureal nuinlier of
give to their artillery they commenced Just twenty of them to our
were occupied by wounded German of man side of the trenches has been diseight!
shelling niy machine where It lay.
FEDERAL CONTROL OF ROADS
Four of them singled nie out. I was ficers. The other rooms, I imagined. played by the officers of the German
This particular work is to direct the diving, and
they dived right down nfter had about the same number of beds as flying corps, which comprises the pick
lire of their nrtlllery, and they are me, shooting as
came. Their mine. There were no Ked Cross nurses of Germuny. They pointed out to me
Organization Formed of Representa
used Jnst us t ho artillery observiilloi tracer bullets werethey
tives of Various Departments to
coming closer to In attendance, Just orderlies, for this that I nnd my comrades were fighting
men
are.
are
two
airplanes
I'sually
me every moment. These tracer bul- was only un emergency hospital und purely for the love of It, whereas they
Supervise Work.
in
hnlluoit.
slalinned
each
They ascend lets are balls of lire which ennhle the too near the firing line for nurses. The were fighting in defense of their coun
United
CFrom
the
In a height of several thousand fee
States Department of
shooter to follow the course his bul- orderlies were not old men nor very try, but still, they said, they admired
Agriculture.)
about the miles behind their own lines lets are taking und to correct his aim
AH functions of government agencies
young boys, as I had expected to find us for our sportsmanship. I had a noand are equipped with wireless am
cordlngly. They do no more hum but young men in the prime of life, tion to ask them If dropping bombs on
relating to streets and highways here
signaling apparatus. They wuti'h the to a pilot if he Is hit than an ordinary who evidently hud been medical st,u London and killing so many innocent
after are to be
In a body
burst of their own nrtlllery, check up bullet, but If they hit the
discovI
One
or
two
dents.
of them,
petrol tank,
called the United States highways
people wus In defense of their country,
the position, get the range, and direct good night! When a machine catches ered, were able to talk
English, but but I wns In no position or condition
Pat O'Brien and Paul Raney.
council, composed of one representa
Hie next shot.
fire In tllght there Is no way of put for some reason they would not tnlk. to pick a quarrel at that time.
tive each from the war department,
When ciiniliiiiins are favorable they ting It out. It takes less than a mintact
the
revealed
remarkable
which
That same day a German officer was
Perhaps they were forbidden by the
the department of agriculture, the
lire able to direct the shots so nccu
ute for the fabric to burn off the wings olllcer in charge to do so.
In
our
associahis
enemy displayed
United States railroad administration,
brought Into the hospitul nnd put In
lately that It is quick work destroying and then the machine drops like an
In addition to the bullet wound In the bunk next to mine. Of course I tions at sea, which no doubt resulted the war Industries board and the fuel
the object of their attack. It was such arrow, leaving a trail of smoke like a my mouth I had a
exadministration.
The council was
swelling from my casually looked at him, but did not advantageously for htm. As he
Machine O'Brien Was Driving When a balloon as this Hint got my position, comet.
forehead to the back of my head al- pay particular attention to hlin at thnt pressed It, he "made a hit" one evening formed primarily to prevent delays,
me
marked
culled
As
an
for
He Was Overcome and Captured by
out,
their tracer bullets came closer most us big as my shoe and that Is time. He lay there for three or four when the crowd has assembled for a financial loss and
nrtillory
uncertainty Incident
shot, and they conimeneeil shelling my and closer to me I realized that my saying considerable. I couldn't move hours before I did take a real
the Huns.
good little music by suggesting that they to the method of taking up each highmachine where it lay. If I hud got chunces of escape were till. Their very an Inch without
suffering Intense pain, look nt him. I was positive that he sing "God Save the King." Thereafter way problem In Its turn with a septhese balloons. It was considered n the two balloons Instead of the air
next shot, I felt, must hit me.
and when the doctor told me that
could not speak English, nnd naturally his popularity was assured and the de- arate and distinct government agency.
very important part of our work to plane, I probably would not have lost
)nce, some days before, when I was had no bones broken I wondered how I did not say
anything to him. Once sired effect accomplished, for very This council wus constituted at the
keep Hi. in out of lie sky.
my machine, for lie would in all proha-bilil- Hying over the line, I hud watched a u fellow would feel who had.
when I looked over In his direction his soon a French officer came up to him suggestion of the secretary of agricul
There are two ways of going after u
have gone on home mill not both- light above me. A Herman machine
German officers visited me that eyes were on me, and to my surprise und said, "It's too bud that Englund ture. Through the department It will
balloon In a machine. One of them in ered about
getting my range and caus was Net on fire, and dived down morning und told me that my machine he snld, very sarcastically, "What the and ourselves haven't men In our army continue the close contact already esto cross the lines at u low iiltilmle, Hy- ing the destruction
of my machine,
through our formation in flames on its went down In a Rplnnlug nose dive h
are you looking nt" and then like you." It was too bud, he agreed, tablished, both formally by law and ining so near the ground lint the man
I iiiiideii
in a part or the country way to the ground. The Hun wns dlv- - from a
height of between 8,000 and smiled. At tills time I was just be- In telling me about It, because he was formally by practice, with the state
with the antiaircraft nun can't bother that wus literally covered with
shell ng at such a sharp angle that both 9,000 feet, nnd they had the surprise ginning to say a few words, as my confident he could have' (lone a whole highway commission In each state of
you. You tly along until you get to the noies.
fortunately my machine was ds wings came off, and as he passed of their lives when they discovered wound hnd prevented me from talking, lot more for Germany If he had been the Union.
level of the bullooii and if. In the not
badly damaged by the forced land within n few hundred feet of me I saw that I hud not been dashed to pieces, but I said enough to let him know In the English army. In spite of his
Membership of the board follows:
tneiintlnie, they luive not drawn the ing. I leisurely got out, walked around he look of horror on his face.
They had to cut me out of my machine, what I was doing there and how I apparent loyalty, however, the man War department, Lieut Col. W. D.
linllonii down, you open tire on it mill it to see what the
I
when
Now,
moment
and
was,
damage
expected any
which was riddled with shots and shat- happened to be there. He evidently didn't seem very enthusiastic over the Uhler; fuel administration, C. O. Sheftli bullets you use will set it on lire concluded that it could be easllv re
o suffer a similar fate, I could not tered to bits.
hnd heard my story from some of the war and frankly admitted one day that field; war Industries board, Richard
if they land.
I
In
I
If
of
that
could
Hun's
fact,
paired.
last
thought
poor
L. Humphrey ; railroad administration,
ielp thinking
A German doctor removed the bullet others, though, because he said It was the old political battles waged in CaliThe other way Is to v over where find a space long enough between shell ook of agony.
from my thront, nnd the first thing he too bad I hud not broken my neck; fornia were much more to his liking G. W. Klrtley; department of agriculyou know the balloons to he, pill your hobs to get a start before
I realized that my
t
he
only chance lay said to nie when I came to was, "You thnt he did not have much sympathy than the battles he hud gone through ture, L. W. Page. These representa
machine In n spin si i Unit they can't ground that I would be ableleaving
to Hy on
making an ftnmelmun turn. This ure an American!"
with the flying corps anyway. He over here. On second thought he tives have selected Logan Waller Page,
lilt you. yet above them, spin over the from then
naneuver was invented by a German
There was no denying it, because asked me what part of America I came laughed as though It were a good Joke, director of the office of public roads.
linlhioii mid then open tire. In going
I was still examining my plane and
me of the greatest who ever flew nnd
the metal identification disk on my from, nnd I told him "California." but he evidently intended me to Infer department of agriculture, as chair-thbuck over the line you cross at u few
considering the mutter of a few slight who wus killed In action sometime he- - wrist bore the
he had taken a keen Interest In man, and J. E. Pennybacker, chief of
After a few more questions he
Inscription:
hundred feet.
repairs, without any particular thought ore. This turn, which I made successmanagement of that office, as secre-- I
learned that I hailed from San Fran politics In San Francisco.
"P.
O'B.
This Is one of Hit hardest jobs in for my own safety In that unprotected
ully, brought one of their machines
tary.
cisco, and then added to my distress
U. S. A.
the service. There Is less danger In spot, when a sJicll came whizzing ight In front of me, and as he sailed
The council utilizes the organizaby saying, "How would you like to
It. F. C."
attacking an enemy's nircrnft.
through the air, knocked me to the long barely ten yards away, I "had
From his prison, O'Brien wittions of the forty-eigstate highway
a good, Juicy stenk right out of
have
I
bail made up my ground and landed a few feet away. he drop" on hlin, and he knew It.
Although I was suffering Intense the Hofbruu?"
Nevertheless,
nesses a thrilling air battle,
deportments with their trained personhim
I
told
Nuturully
mind In either gel those balloons or It hud no sooner struck than I made
Ills white face and startled eyes I agony, the doctor, who spoke perfect it would "hit the
nel and their knowledge of local conwhich results In the death of his
spot," but I hardly
make them descend, and only hoped a run for cover and crawled Into a mi still see. He knew beyond ques Kngllsh, Insisted upon conversing with
ditions and provides a single agency
who Is shot down by a
In shape just
chum,
wns
mouth
my
thought
that they would stay mi the job until shell hole. I would have liked to get tion that his last moment hud come. me.
where all highway projects calling for
German flyer. Don't miss the
to ent It. I Immediately asked,
then
"You may he all right as a sportsI
u chance at them.
farther away, but I didn't know where localise his position prevented his tuk- next Installment
governmental action of any character,
of course, what he knew about the
When our two hours' duly was up, the next shell would burst, and I ng aim at me, while my gun pointed man," he declured, "hut you are a
whether It be a question of finance, of
wus cond murderer Just the Rume for be- Hofbrau, and he replied, "I
therefore, I dropped out of the forma- thought I was fairly safe there, so I truight at him. My first tracer bullet d
materials, transportation or of war
a
nected
with
the
good
many
place
BE
(TO
CONTINUED.)
tion as we crossed the lilies and turned sipiatted down mid let them hluze passed within a yard of his head, the ing here. You Americans who got Into
necessity or desirability, may be dealt
second looked as if It hit his shoulder, this thing before America came Into
ii w ay.
hack again.
with. The council has provided a defiI was at a height of l.l.mm feet, conThe only damage I suffered was he third struck him In the neck, nnd the war ure no better tliiin common NEED NOT SEEK POPULARITY
NOVELIST HAD HIS REVENGE nite form on which applications for re--I
I
to
him
let
murderers
and
have
hen
the
be
whole
than
from
mud
liallnous.
the
treated
you
the
which
works.
ought
siderably higher
lief are to be made through the respec
splattered up in
ml he went down In a spinning nose the same way !"
Slititt Iiilt my motor oil. I dmpped dow n my face ami over my clothes. That
tive state
and
Expert" May Achieve Highest Meas Dumas Worked With Subtlety, but has sent highwayof departments,
ive.
The wound in my mouth made it Imthron.'h the coiiils. Dunking to tlml was my introduction to n shell hole,
the forms to the
supplies
Was Satisfied That It Would Be
ure of Success, but Naturally He
All this time the three other Hun possible for me to answer him, and I
the balloons at about live or six miles and I resolved right there that the Indepartments. It emphasizes the great
Will Never Be Loved.
midlines were shooting awuy nt me. wus suffering too much pain to be
Thoroughly Complete.
behind the (Jemum lilies.
need of conservation of money, transfantry could have all the
could hear the bullets striking niy hurt very much by unytiilng he could
came out of the cloud lighting they wanted, but It did not
.lust ns
portation, labor and materials by reor
even
Is
not
much
There
mystery,
one
When
Alexandre
I
I
uicblne
ufler
another.
u
French
the
hadn't
thoubelow
snw
Dumas,
about
bunks
say.
tne,
appeal to me, though they live in them
stricting highway and street work to
Ho asked tne If I would like nn any at all. In the dislike of "experts'
novelist, was a young man, he was most essential needs. It ranks mainhostile
slightest Idea that ! could ever
sand feet, u
through liiimy a long night and I had
not
a
few.
Is
and
felt
that
by
expressed
Insulted
a
man
he
whom
grievously
by
tenance of existing streets and highdoing nrtlllery observation and only sought shelter there for n few
The expert man Is a man who goes to had regarded as his friend.
liiiviling the ieiiiiau guns. This was minutes.
ways first, reconstruction of badly
the
tells
them
men
and
that
other
him
to
Everyone expected
lit a point about four miles behind the
After the Germans had completely
punish the damaged streets and highways next,
way In which they are doing their work offender severely, but Instead he began and It
t'crinaii lines.
demolished my machine and ceased
places last new construction JusIs a bad looking upon him with more considerIt
s
not
best
that
the
way
lOvldently the (ierman artillery saw tiring, I waited there a short time,
tified only on account of vital war or
if
and
or
even
that
way
stupid
ation
costly,
and
apparent friendliness than economic necessity.
me and put out ground signals to at- fearing perhaps they might send over
they will only listen to him and follow he had ever shown before.
tract the Hun machine's intention, for a lucky shot, hoping to get me after
be
work
will
his
advice
their
Improved
At
length, three years later, when
I saw the observer ipiil his work and all.
Hut evidently they concluded
Realize Value of Good Roads.
and their efficiency Increased.
the erstwhile friend was to be married,
frith his pi:i. while their pilot stuck enough shells had been wasted on one
In hear the novelist was asked to serve as best
us
of
None
Today the farmers realize the value
takes
pleasure
the nosir of his machine straight man. I crawled out cautiously, shook
ing talk of that sort, and the displeas man, and did so. When the ceremony of good roads as never before. It Is
the mud ofT. and I looked over In the
down.
ure Is greater In exact proportion with was over and the guests were leaving stated that about $300,000,000 worth of
I'.ut they were loo 'ate to escape me. direction where my machine had once
length of the hearer's training and ex someone remarked to Dumas: "I have farm products are ruined yearly beI was diving toward them nt a speed been.
There wasn't enough left for a
In conducting his business, often wondered at your .kindness to cause of the poor roads over which the
perience
.
r lintv nuvi,plh..la
I
of probably two IiiiiiiIic.i miles .in ffeclit M..II
"'-c.'
Hill
"
or art. AH that the expert says this man. Surely yours is a remark- - farmers are expected to haul crops to
trnde,
a
as
ns
it
as
time
"such
the
fast
few,
hour, shooting
they were, and rend
carries the Implication of adverse crltl' ably forgiving nature, for although he market.
possible. Their only chance lay In tly observing that nothing could he
cism directed against the recipient of Insulted yon grossly, you have assidu
wns
done
with
what
I
the
force
of
that
my
the possibility
made my
left,
Power Wasted on Roads.
his suggestions, and usually it is criti- ously studied his happiness ever since.
1
to
back
knew
drive might lirenk my wings.
way
Infuntry beadipiarters.
The difference In power required becism of that recipient's father and and even assisted him in getting mar
I
was
where
able to telephone in a
my danger in that direction, but as
tween good roads and poor Is power
Of course that Is re ried."
grandfather.
soon as I came out of my dive the report
wasted. The loss Is borne not alone
and the resentment Is bitterest
sented,
Dumas.
answered
"I
"Quite
right!"
A little later one of our automoHuns would have their chance to get
when the expert goes ahead and gives flatter myself that I have given the by the farmer but by all of us who
me. and I knew I bail to get them first biles came out after me anil took nie
consume farm products and who pay
undeniable proof that his new way fellow the most furious and
d
and tuke a chance on my wings hold- back to our airdrome. Most of my
of doing things Is better than the old mother-in-lato be found In France V to have them hauled to us.
squadron thought I was lost beyond
ing out.
ways which have long been productive
Fortunately some of my first bullets doubt, and never expected to see me
Work Drag After Each Rain.
of honor and profit.
Too Much of a Good Thing.
fouutl their mark, and I was able to agnln ; but my friend, Paul Itaney, had
The expert, too, is always open to
It pays to work the road drag on the
"I didn't much care about the way
come out of my dive at about four held out that I was all right, and as
the convenient charge that he is not Josh's clothes looked down to camp," road a little while after every rain.
thousand feet. They never came out I was afterwards told, said. "Don't
Compare right now state roads which
"practical" that he Is a man of the- commented Farmer .CorntosseL
send for another pilot; that Irishman
of theirs!
ories and fads. Sometimes the charge
have been dragged regularly and some
"Hasnt he his regular uniform T"
But right then came the hottest sit- will be back. If he has to walk." And
is true but only of the expert who
"Not yet If they're going to keep of the country roads which have bees)
uation In the air I had ever experi- he knew that the only thing that kept
claims the name without deserving It him dressed that way In
allowed to cut Into ruts.
hopes of deenced up to that time. The depth of me from walking was the fact that our
the
Into thinking he's
enemy
ceiving
own
automobile
me
had
reach
within
been
had
dive
sent
out to
my
brought
Wives Evidently His Hobby.
Requirements for Breeding.
"
'
just an obscure peasant or something,
'
J
V
of the machine guns from the ground, bring me home.
The poultry raiser should see to It
the modern world's marry- what I say Is that It's carrying this
Probably
a
I
around
tne
also
had
to
and they
lots
think about that day,
put barrage
that his breeding stock possesses
ing record for men was created by new kermoofllng too far!"
of shrapnel from antiaircraft guns and I had learned many things; one
standard requirements for a given vaWltsofC the bigamist, whose
George
to
was
"ride
not to have too much confidence
the
and I had an opportunity
riety, and that every specimen is in
have variously been estimatBehind
Lines.
the
marriages
R.
In
F.
C
my own ability. One of the men In
barrage." as they call it lu the
sound health. Until this condition is
ed at from 300 to 800. It was reportLast Sunday I attended church
To make the situation more interest- the squadrot. told me that I bad beted that In the space of a single week Ice. The padre, during his sermon. established beyond all doubt hatchln
onter not take those chances; that It
Is a gamble.
ing, they began shooting "flaming
he went through marriage ceremonies told the boys that for every sin
they
ions" at roe. "Flaming onions" are was going to be a long war and I
with ten women,
a
committed
owed
certain
they
(mount
rockets shut from a rocket gun. They would have plenty of opportunities to
Weight of Ideal Egg.
to God. When I was leaving t heard
are used lo bit a machine when it Is be killed without deliberately "wishing
'
As a general rule, no eggs sboulo
Weree'n Boils, Toe.
remark:
Tommy
be Incubated which weigh leas thai
flying low, and they are effective up them on" myself. Later I was to learn
Old Job had his troubles, but nobody
"That nettles It PH have to give up two
to about Ave thousand feet. Some- the truth of his statement.
ounces, nor over two and one-hatee
him"
on
the
to
raised
of
can't
when
I
he
afford
ro
to
my
i
price
pass
That night my "flight" each squad- Lieutenant O'Brien in the First Machine He Used in Active Service. With
times tbey are shot up one after an
ounces. The Ideal egg weighs from
In
was
too
owe
coaL
Athis
darned
for
winter's
much
alt
to
laying
God
te atrlngs of about eight, and ron is divided lot three flights, coo- SO aamcM to tha ,
Him Is Lieutenant AtUnao.
O'BRIEN
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"Carrying On"
in France
By

IT.

CURTIS WHEBLER

IMNOVXl tmtrOM lirTEIMTIOlUt
to the little girl's shoulder. I do not
think she was more than eight years
old. She smiled at me, with the
ot little children,
I
and hastened back to the flock.
stood there for some time watching
her tiny figure striding down the road,
driving the flock before her. No one
could have any doubt that she would (By REV. K B. FITZWATER, D. D..
handle any situation which might
Teacher of English Bible in the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
arise. Of such are the mothers of
1818.
Western
Newspaper
(Copyright,
France.

SUWSWL
Lesson
Union.)

(These two pictures of French life
ere given In a recent letter from
France by the author of "Letters from
an American Soldier to His Father.")
Before I turn over for good this
one of many other pages, I must draw
for you two little pictures.
The first I saw one sunny afternoon
when the shadows were beginning to
lengthen out. Three of us, Americans
all, were walking down a country road
that bordered a rolling field. In the
distance, at the end of one long
straight black furrow, a figure was
e
plow. As It
tolling at a
turned and started back, after considerable confusion, we could make out
two horses, a steady old white one,
and a frisky bay. The old white horse
plodded steadily along in the furrow
Just made, using what little strength
he had as cleverly as an aged expressman. But the bay, being little more
than a colt, bounded up Into draught
and back again, to left and right, like,
on a caisson. As
a green
the team came closer, we looked wllh
. amazement at the figure guiding It. It
. was a boy of ten.
The French
plow Is hung
'different from ours, and does not require as much weight on the handles ;
but even so, he had practically to ride
It all the way. It was plain that guiding It when It threatened to twist off
or up required every ounce of strength
the kiddy had. Yet each moment he
applied It at Just the right moment
and Just the right place, so the furrow
remained deep and true.
As the team came Just below us In
the Held and started to turn for the
next furrow, something went wrong.
The boy was busy swinging his plow
around and didn't see It In time. When
lie looked at the horses they were all
tangled up, the hay lunging desperateHe had
ly Into her old
only a single rein to the nigh horse
and on this he yanked and shrilled at
them valiantly enough. They quieted
obediently nt the sound of his voice,
He
but seemed unable to move.
dashed forward cracking his whip, but
nothing happened.
Never Felt 80 Ashamed.
Then I saw where the bay had her
off hind snarled up In the trace, and
hopped off down the road. It was
only a second's work to lift her foot
out and straighten the trace. As I
stood up the youngster came to me,
thanked me, and looked at me squarely
with his clear blue eyes. I have never
felt so ashamec In all my life.
There he stood, the sweat of a long
day's work beaded on his brow, In
trousers and
ridiculous big looped-uhuge wooden shoes his father's. And
there we stood, three great hulking,
figures against the
sun, who had done no man's work all
that day. There might be other days,
to be sure, but this day was gone, and
here was this boy, plowing for France.
There was an awkward silence and
one of the men, moved curiously by I
know not what, offered the youngster
He smiled
a package of cigarettes.
and shook his head, saying, obviously
enough, "ne fume pas." "For your father," Insisted the man, and I "wished
the words unsaid; "or your brother."
The boy said nothing for a minute, his
eyes clouding a little, and In the Interval he had grown much larger than
we. We stood before him like truants.
Finally he took the cigarettes, wadded
them down Into his bagging trousers,
chirruped cheerfully 'enough to his
team, and plodded sturdily on across
the field. Behind us, on the
three crosses stood black against the
two-hors-

wheel-hors-

e

two-hors- e

team-mat-

p

d

hill-to-

Win.

The second picture I saw but two
days before I left, as I was walking up
the hill to dinner. The sun had set
as I left the village and the frogs In
jtbe pond below the
'where the ducks quacked and dabbled
jln the mud all day, were beginning to
Suddenly I
sing their evening song.
of many feet.
heard the pitter-patte- r
The road ahead was packed as far as
'the next turn with sheep. On they
came, butting each other from side to
aide and occasionally baaing querue
backs
lously. Their even,
seemed to pave the road evenly from
side to side, until you began to see,
darting back and forth, scores of little
lambs.
As I watched, two mongrel dogs,
guardians of the flock, came bounding
silently along one side. A Iamb had
strayed up on the bank there and they
.pounced upon It to turn It back. But
one of them bit too deep, and not even
are always proof
pure sheep-dog- s
against blood. I saw what would
In a minute and leaped on the
At my approach, the dogs
bank.
skulked off like a military policeman
discovered In a cafe after closing
'hours. The lamb lay motionless, blood
runnlng from Its nose,
The Mothers of Franc.
j
I called the universal French appeal
If or someone, anyone "DIs done 1" and
'was answered Immediately. The sheep
huddled stupidly in the road below. In
sight of home, while Uttle girl tolled
.up the bank. She looked at the lamb
dispassionately, kicked It, and It rose
ito Ita feet Immediately and rushed
back to the flock, too frightened almost
Ito bleat
Then aha called the nearest dog. He
pretended not to hear at first, and then
j crawled
np to her on his belly. She
held him by one ear, and kicked with
'all Her might at his stomach. He shut
Ihla eyes and screamed for mercy, but
i never
bodged. This finished, she let
him go, and ha squatted behind her,
'watching what ha knew would follow.
Than, whll It grew darker, aha
'called the other dog, who was now
'l. Jt
k VIII lit.
Ok.
our
jjusi m mwuvw tni uivbutuuisiuc
aha was abwas, very, very small,
solutely determined and eventually
itk Mm nHnvfnv
The nfhap Anm
waited tin aha was through, and then
(they both raced back to their proper
places on either flank of the flock and
started to drive the aheap on home.
)
When the doga stood on their feat
Iwithoet cringing they came no almost
horse-troug-

grny-whlt-

hap-'pe- n

.
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HELPING OTHERS.

By ALICE WARD BAILEY

In this world It Is not what we take
up but what we give up that makes
us rich. H. W. Beecher.

Some say that we should eat to live.
And some say live to eat,
But look at It which ever way,
"Tis true, to live, we eat.

LESSON FOR AUGUST 11

MOTHER OF MEN

CASNlKf

SUGGESTIONS FOR HOUSEWIVES.
s
LESSON TEXTS Luke
Vigilantes.
Mother of men, do not mourn,
When choosing fish gee that the eyes
GOLDEN TEXT Bear ye one another's
They have said that your boys must go.
And your empty arms
are bright,' not glazed and sunken,
burdens, anil so fulfill the law ot Christ.
And your aoul's alarms
Qalatlans 6:2.
with flesh firm and
DEVOTIONAL REA DINQ Gaiatlans t:
Are now all that Ufa can show-B- ut
odor good.
look at the flag ao proudly borne I
PRIMARY LESSON MATERIAL Luke
It Is up to you to
Mother of men, do not mourn.
protest against the
SENIOR ' AND
Mother of men, do not mourn.
INTERMEDIATE.
bread from the baADULT TOPIC Who needs our help, and
They are taking your mirth and Joy;
ker's carts being
But gladness comes
how can we best give It?
Proverbs
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL,
With the roll of the drums
carried uncovered
I
To the heart of each marching boy,
17:17: Matthew B:; Romans
from the cart or
I John
While Right and Honor aloft are borne!
Corinthians
bread handled with
Mother of men, do not mourn.
10:30-87the uncovered hands of a driver. See
I. Being a Neighbor (Luke
Mother of men, do not mourn,
that each loaf Is wrapped In sanltury
They have broken your heart, you say;
The story of the Good Samaritan Is paper or that the basket Is protected
And the radiant gleams
from dust and germs.
Of our happy dreams
Christ's answer to the lawyer's quesHave all been driven astray
He shifts
: Who Is our neighbor?
Before using n casserole or any
But for Heaven and Earth your cross li tion
the question so as to show that the earthen linking dish, temper It by putof men, do not mourn
ting it into cold water and boiling It,
, supreme concern Is not who Isam our
I? then let it cool gradually.
neighbor, but whose neighbor
If I nm Christ's, my supreme concern
Add sugar to the fruit when using
BRAVADO AND THE WAR
will be to find Ihnse who have need It for suuee; after It Is partly cooked
If
to
Ihem.
a
be
that I may
neighbor
It will require less sugar to sweeten It.
we love God supremely, we shall find
Keep a little powdered pumice to
By ROBERT GRANT
who
have
souls
nil along life's highway
remove stains from under the nulls.
of the Vigilantes.
sin.
robbed
by
been wounded and
Apply with a toothpick or an orange
Kecently during an Intermission at
love as ourselves. To stick.
the movies a performer enme out and whom we can Is to
be a neighbor
Look to see that your milk bottles
sang with gusto a song, which pleased
1. See those about us who need help
are holding the standard measure.
the audience about "Pershing Crossing
Wipe carefully before opening nnd
the Rhine." Every few days one reads (v. 33).
Love Is keen to discern need. Let pouring out the milk or cream.
headlines In the newspapers proclaimon the lookout for those In need
An easy way to fill preserve jurs Is
ing that nine Americans have repulsed us be
to use a gravy boat. The handle makes
or vanquished 33 Germans. This is of our help.
on
the
needy
2.
Have
compassion
It easy to dip and the spout is Just
baleful talk. Our delay In the production of ships and airplanes and guns (v. S3).
light to enter the jar top.
came
he
as
amused
was
Christ's pity
may have been unavoidable, seeing
Surgeons' plaster Is most useful for
suf-;
were
who
that some pwje are thanking God Into contact with those
many things. Bind a piece over n
who
All
those
need.
In
that the United States entered the war ferlng and
hard corn or callus. This will keep
will be likewise moved.
them moist and, like the wicked, they
unprepared, but we should at least re- have his nature In
need (v. 34).
3. Go to those
frain from bravado, stop boastiug of
"will cease from troubling."
to
Many are willing to give money
what we are going to do and recognize
When hot fat Is spilled on the floor
un-- i
I help the poor nnd needy, hilt are
the gravity of our undertaking.
on cold water at once. This will
dash
them.
heard an American officer high In com- willing to personally minister to
cool tnd harden the fat and It can,
more
mand say not long ago, "If our troops Many times the personal touch Is
most of It, be scraped off before It has
ever reach Berlin, when they come to Important than the material aid. We soaked Into the wood.
a certain building the quarters of the should give ourselves as well as our
When the cane seats in dm Irs begin
Germau military stuff, let them lift money.
to sag wet them with hot soapsuds
wounds
34).
(v.
4.
Hind
the
up
their bats." He spoke from the point
on the bottom, rinse in hot water and
Many Indeed are the wounds today dry.
of view of military prowess.
attention.
our
need
which
It Is meet for Americans to bear In
Use the small-sizeclothespins, as
S. Set the helpless ones on our
mind that all other wars which they
they stay on better than the larger
we
walk
(v.
while
34).
beasts
or any other people have fought were
ones.
This Is a proof thut the love Is genuchild's play compared with this the
Never let dishwater dry In the
themselves
will
Inc.
Christians
deny
most terrible and relentless contest in
rinse first In cold water to
towels;
to
to
In
give
to
have
order
something
history, and thut their part In It has
of tinrdeii nnd remove the grease, If any,
kind
This
need.
who
have
those
only just begun. Let us cease to hug
then wnsh In hot soapsuds, rinse again
the delusion that our troops are "over sympathy Is greatly needed today, of and dry. Towels treated In this way
care
nnd
take
Inn
to
the
6.
Bring
there" to show the others how to fight
and not used on baking dishes will
and that all will soon be over but the the unfortunate (v. 34).
servkeep white.
Its
not
leave
does
love
Genuine
shouting. Let us open our minds to
Keep a cork on the letter file or
the grim truth that this war which we Ice Incomplete. Much Christian serv spindle on the desk. It may save an
have pledged ourselves to win Is like- Ice Is spasmodic; helps once and then eye or more.
a man to care for himself.
ly to be a supreme test of American leaves
7. Gives money (v. 35).
self
sacrifice
endurance
and
energy,
The art of cooking cannot be learned
It costs n good deal to be a neigh-- '
out of a hook any more than the art
and to cost thousands of American
of swimming or the art of painting.
lives. We lire all of the belief that no bor. Love Is the most expensive thing
The best teacher Is practice, the best
man Is braver than nu American, but In the world. It cost God his only
we
guide, sentiment. says Louis Fourit Is indispensable that we appreciate Son ; It cost Christ his life. May
teenth. We would add to sentiment a
do
likewise!
and
go
sense, for Rood cooking needs
little
whom
foe
the quality of the
against
Judgment as well as sentiment.
II. Living and Walking in the Spirwe are pitted ; that he Is the
of military competency and power, the it (Onlatlans
SUMMER SALADS.
Those who are freely Justified In
ruthless, unwearying embodiment of
folmasterly force and resistance, a mon Christ will conduct themselves as
There Is but one meal n day anil
ster of resourcefulness such as the lows :
Is the first, when a salad Is not
that
brother
1.
the
Restore
sinning
world has never seen.
served or we feel that
The prophecy that Pershing will (v. 1).
the meal lacks balance.
Restore Is a surgical term which
cross the Rhine had better be postThere are so many
of n dislocatponed until he arrives In sight of it, means the placing back
kinds of fruits, fish, flesh,
and the confidence that two of Uncle ed member to Its place. We are memfowl and vegetables that
Sam's soldiers can handle three of the bers of the body of Christ, and the
lend themselves to snlud
enemy be put In cold storage until a sinning of a brother ought to as reallya
making that none need
give us pain as the dislocation of
later stage of the conflict.
be deprived of one to his
member of our body. This service is
Inste.
to be done In the spirit of meekness,
Wedding Salad. Serve
we also be tempted.
lest
DON'T SELL YOUR BOND
2. Bear one another's burdens (vv. half of a cunned pear or a very ripe
fresh one on heart leaves of lettuce,
cover with cubes of pineapple, blanched
By HAROLD A. LAMB
Many are the burdens of life, burof the Vigilantes.
dens of weakness, temptation, sorrow, almonds and the usual muyonnulse
Tour Liberty bond whether It Is for suffering and sin. Christ Is the su- dressing. If a bit of color for garnishis
When we do Is desired a maraschino cherry
To preme burden-beare$50 or $5,000 Is your savings.
added.
The this we fulfill the law of Christ.
sell It Is to lose your savings.
3. Bear our own burdens (v. !i).
Chopped young lender
longer you keep your bond, the more
beets, mixed with mayonnaise dressThere are peculiar burdens Incumvaluable It Is going to be.
It does no good to Uncle Sam to bent upon each one to bear. These ing that has been tinted a light pink,
mukes a beautiful salad, and is as good
subscribe to his loan, and then sell the burdens cannot be borne by others.
4. Support teachers of God's Word as It looks.
Asparagus and string
amount of your subscription.
Many
beans niuke a most satisfying combiof us have strained ourselves to buy (vv.
It Is Incumbent upon those who are nation, served with French dressing.
the bonds, and necessity may force
some of us to get the money back. taught In the Word of God to give of
Thinly sliced crisp red radishes
But the way to do this Is not to sell their means for the support of the used ns a garnish, unless some other
a bond. Dishonest sharpers will take teacher. To repudiate this obligation color Is used, makes a pretty salad
ordained out of simple foods. Too ninny colors
your bonds and give you, say, $80 for Is mockery of God. for he
that they who preach the Gospel should never be used In any dish, our
the $100.
If you must have money, go to a re- should live of the Gospel (1 Cor. 0:14). artists tell us, and surely we would
5. Be earnest In
(v. It).
not mix colors, even In a salad, which
liable bank or broker. They will lend
'
Some fall of the reward because were not ogreeable to euch other.
you $90 on the $100, and the Interest
A spoonful of several
dishes
they give up when the goal Is about
on your bond will nearly pay the Inwill often make a most tasty salad.
terest on the money they lend you. to be reached.
men
of
all
(v.
6.
Work for the good
The things at hand and the genius
Then by paying the loan, you can have
10).
of the cook will often produce pleas-Inthe bond back.
will
In
Christ
The one who is free
Uncle Sam's securities are making
surprises.
as
wide
Veal and Chicken Salad. Cut bits
money for you while you hold them. have sympathies and Interests
strive
Two years after the war ends they as the race. He will especially
of tender chicken and veal which
will be worth It Is estimated $110. to help those who are members of have been cooked and seasoned toIf the war ends In three years or un- Christ's body.
gether, add chopped celery to taste, or,
der you will then be receiving
lacking enough, a little tender white
The Why of It
per cent on the safest investment In
cabbage. Let stand with a light dressWhy was the war? Why did Provi- ing of French dressing to season and
the world!
dence permit such an accursed thing serve with a boiled dressing. A cupto enter the portals of world life? ful of mayonnaise or boiled dressing
Who can answer this question? The Is
THEY SHALL NOT PASS
usually sufficient for a quart of
Times will not make the attempt. But aalad.
perhaps, after It Is all over, we may
The blanched leaves of tender danbe able to penetrate the mystery; and delions with lettuce Is a most valuBy ALISON BROWN
of the Vigilantes.
we may see that the peoples of the able salad combination, good for a
They shall not paas.
earth had to be scourged Into a real- tonic.
While Britain's sons draw breath.
of the
While strength is theirs to strike with ization of the Imperativeness
Surprise Salad. Cut in bits two cold
Sermon on the Mount. No. that was cooked lamb chops, freed from skin
shining sword.
not a mere bit of beautiful sentiment. and bone Make a Jelly by straining
They shall not pass.
Except they paas to Death,
world cannot live selfishly. The and seasoning a cupful of tomato pulp
For British fighting men have pledged The must
world
acknowledge the brother- and adding an eighth of a box of gelatheir word.
hood of man. The war must teach the tin. Fill small cups and when nearly
Th.. shall not
nations to give up their brutal, selfish Arm stir In the meat, cover well with
creed. Los Angeles Times.
the gelatin and chill. Unmold on letNor hesitates to nobly pay th price.
They shall not pass,
tuce leaves and serve with any desired
Till brave hearts oease to beat.
Darkness.
Dispel
aalad dressing.
And bom shall stand to fall In sacrl-as
me
comes
to
The thought that
I see the light of day Is that the InTnav shall not
tention of the Creator was to dispel all
Eels for Canning.
America will stand
darkness by the light of his will. And
Canned and oiled eels are new encan
answer
as
her,
As long
lips
so
should
just as I step Into the light,
terprises talked of In Japanese fishing
The shall not
I walk In the knowledge that I receive, circles, aa these fish are fonnd almost
To strike the loved land.
son
of
and walk till the
At
That Freedom's children rise to eaB and walk shines In the meridian everywhere along the coast
knowledge
their home.
present only a limited amount of each
glory. That will not shine here. That yeart catch la eaten, by far the larger
consummation must surely be where proportion being need for fertiliser.
Wife's Responsibility.
comes .from. Teach me to
When a woman becomes a wife aba all light
A Confusing Invitation.
light rather than darkness, and
Immediately presumes that aha la re- lore
climb to the highest pinnacle of knowlA man named Dodgtn had been apsponsible not only for the socks bat
have the blessing of pointed foreman In a brickyard,' but
the soul ot ber husband. Baltimore edge that I might
Its rarefying power. The Cry of a his name waa not known to all the
Persian Teacher, IP"
On
day while oa his
employes.
of th
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HELPFUL REMINDERS.

From the Red Cross Bulletin, Issued
Washington, D. C, July 8, the following article appears about the
motor corps service:
"More than six thousand women
now are Included In the personnel of
the Red Cross motor corps service. As
a result of a conference recently held
In Washington at the call of the director of the bureau of motor corps service, the motor service In six of the
principal cities of the country which
previously had been Independent In
Its organization,
was uniulgamuled
with the Red Cross corps. This makes
the Red Cross motor corps service a
Institution,
thoroughly
l
able to meet the locul and
demands for transportation through-- I
out the length and breadth of the land
on a nationalized basis.
The organizations which have be- come parts of the Red Cross .motor
corps service are the motor messenger
service of Philadelphia, the National
Service league motor corps of Atlanta,
the National Service league motor
corps of New York city and Buffulo,
the emergency motor corps of New
Orleans, and the emergency drivers
All these organizations
of Chicago.
were represented at the conference by
their commanding officers, who now
become eonimnnders of the Red Cross
motor corps service in their respective
cities. The four Independent services

it
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Save any bits of
paraffin
from jelly glasses, wash well, melt und
' and
it will be
strain
ready for use another
year.
I'arafiin is fine to keep
the irons smooth while
left-ove-

III

II
C

the kitchen range blight
and
and
should be used freely if
a range stunds unused any length of
time.
When pouring anything very hot
into a glass dish set the dish on a
wet cloth. Kerosene Is a greut saver
of scouring soup and labor. Use a
cloth dampened with kerosene to wipe
out the boiler ufter using. It will keep
the sink free from grease with little
rubbing.
It Is seasonable just now to bear in
mind that fruit picked after a heavy
ruin loses Its flavor and is not good
for making Jelly,
Fruit for Jelly making should not be
too ripe, as the pectin Is found In
larger amount in unripe fruit; tills Is
the thickening quality which gives to
Jelly Its consistency.
Currants und raspberries In equal
quantities make a delicious Jelly.
Jelly to be clear should drip through
n Jelly bag and never be squeezed.
The uncooked stems of mushrooms
shredded and mixed with blanched nnd
shredded almonds served on lettuce
with French dressing, makes a most
r
dainty salad. Little bits of
salmon mixed with cocounut, fresh, or,
If dried, the sugar washed out of it,
with a chopped pickle or two, makes
another not common salad.
Lettuce that has become too old for
fresh use may be cooked and served
as greens, making another vegetable
disli und a palatable one, too.
Any of the cooked lettuce left over
egg
may be served with
as a salad with a spoonful of boiled
dressing.
Save the meat and gather mushrooms now up to frost time. The large
variety of edible ones will offer n
change of flavor, yet If one Is fond
of them, they can be served in some
way for each day. Do not risk picking mushrooms unless you are sure
of the variety.
at!

inter-loca-

added more than six hundred members
te the motor corps ranks.
In the comparatively few months
during which the national bureau baa
been In control of the volunteer motor corps of the various cities, important progress has been made In efficacy and uniformity of service. Kulea
and requirements have been standardised so that those not enthusiastically
sincere In their work find no Interest
In the service. Under the conditions
existing a certified driver feels prida
in her position.
e
e

e

e

e

In conformity with the request of
the war department the uniform of
khaki and the Insignia formerly employed have been discarded. The new
regulation uniform of the motor corps
Is to be of Red Cross oxford gray.
Commanders will wear three silver
diamonds, embroidered on their shoulder straps. Cuptulns will wear two
silver diamonds, first lieutenants one,
and second lieutenants a gilt diamond,
l'enrl gray talis on the collar will InService stripes
dicate stuff officers.
will be worn on the sleeves.
The cars of the service are to be
distinguished by a white metal pennant, bearing the red cross und the
words "Motor Corps." This and the
driver's identification card will be
sufficient to give the cars the right ot
way when on official business.

Georgette and Satin Join Forces

left-ove-

hard-cooke-

We shall be so kind In the afterwhlle.
But what have we been todHy?
We shall bring to each lonely life a
smile.
But what have you brought today?
EVERYDAY

FOODS.

"Kut nn extra potato nnd save a
slice of bread" has been our slogan
for several weeks
and will be for
weeks to come for
nil who are trying
to conserve food.
In
custom
The
Englatid which has
always prevailed,
that of serving no
butter with the
dinner when meat and meat sauces
are used, Is one worthy of our observation, for fats are much needed
for our armies and ns necessary ns
meat. Here Is a good dish to conserve both wheut and maat:
Cornmeal Cheese Dish. Put two
cupfuls of water and a hnlf ten spoonful of salt over the fire; when boiling hot add a cupful of cornmeal
mixed with a cupful of cold water,
adding the moistened meal gradually,
stirring constantly, keeping the mixture at the boiling point. When nil
the meal has been added, set the holler over boiling water and cook for
nn hour longer, stirring occasionally.
Just before serving, stir In a cupful
Serve sprinkled
of gritted cheese.
with grated cheese. Onions on toast
will conveniently piece out a light
dinner, or serve as a vegetable on fish
day. Pare, chop and cook In butter
one RpnnNh onion, add pepper, suit,
nnd a tensiMionful of sugar, cover nnd
cook until tender.
Spread on slices
of buttered toast, flutten a tnblospoon-fu- l
of mashed potato on top of each,
dust with grated cheese and set In
the oven long enough to melt tht
cheese.
Onions in Ramekins. Peel nnd boil
a quart of onions, drain and break
them up. Add pepper, salt, n little
sugar and n small lump of sweet fat
of any kind, ii'ld a half cupful of
grated cheese and a cupful of smooth
Line well buttered
tomato sauce.
ramekins with mashed potato, fill
the center with the onion mixture,
dust the top with buttered crumbs
and bake until brown.
The dish Is most satisfying with
white sauce Instead of tomato, nsing
the cheese just In the same manner.
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Let them marinate
bananas.
French dressing, then roll In chopped
r
bits
nuts or serve plain. The
of banana may be used In countless
ways; put through a sieve and ndded
to other fruit Juices, or creamed, then
frozen. It makes a delicious Ice cream.
left-ove-

Tito!
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Georgette crepe and satin have
rivaled one another In afternoon
gowns during the present summer,
with georgette the choice a little more
often than satin. But with summer
on the wane, the indications are that
satin will outstrip georgette and hold
first place In fashion's favor. A
lovely gown Is shown In the picture,
In which these two beautiful materials
have Joined forces to make a dress
of wonderful distinction in which
beige colored georgette and black satin
are brightened with n beaded passementerie. It Is one of the new evolutions that have come along In the
r
train of
garments.
There lire several features in this
new model that will commend It to
the woman who has present need of n
We have come
new afternoon gown.
to the place where It goes without saying that an afternoon gown will do
double duty as long as It survives the
demands made upon It for both afternoon and evening; for it must take the
place of evening gowns. To begin w ith
the most essential of all things, this
particular model has lieal.tlful lines.
It Is cut In nn original manner with
a narrow yoke und upper portion of
the sleeves in one. The body of the
gown hangs In straight lines from the
yoke, to which It Is attached with hemstitching. The lower part of the
long flaring sleeve Is joined to the upper portion In the same way.
The lower part of the gown shows
two wide bands of black satin, one of
them set on to nn undersllp of silk nnd
the other to the georgette of the
frock. Where these are Joined two narrow bands of beaded trimming. In
Mack and beige, make a very rich and
The sleeves are
effective finish.
banded with this trimming at tha
hand. The undersllp Is of beige colored foulard, with a black scroll design In It, but plain foulard or taffeta
Is as good a choice for a gown that
Is to do duty for evening wear. The
barrow sash Is of black satin and
loops over at the back, weighted at
slip-ove-

.

A Ductless Mop.
Make it yourself. Start with an old
broom. Cut the straw off just below
the wires which hold It to the handle.
Cover this with an old stocking and
sew on to this covering the legs of
other old stockings cut about 12 Inches
strips up to
king and slit Into
5 Inches of one end. Sew these around
Oil Engine Needs Uttle FweL
and around until the mop Is of the
A French Inventor claims the recthe
desired thickness. Then
ord for efficiency for an oil engine that Into a solution of one-ha- dip cupfulmop
of
has s fuel consumption of less than Belted
and one cupful of ker-paraffin
horse
power per
forty pounds per
and allow the liquid to dry on
hour.

round he came across two men sitting
In a corner smoking, and stopped near
them. "Who are your asked one of
tbem. "I'm Pod gin, the new foreman," be replied. "So are we." replied the other workers. "Sit down
and have a smoke."

lf

the ends with beaded tassels. A hat
with black mullnes brim and black
panne velvet crown is noncommittal
as to whether it is a summer or win.
ter affair; it belongs to either, and is-fine companion piece for the gown.

From Center of Ball.
There is a best way of winding woof
for knitting and that Is (he way that
causes the wool to unwind from the
center. To do this roll a piece of
stiff paper two and n half Inches long"
by two Inches wide Into a tube. Measure off about eight Inches of wool at
the end and begin winding the rest
about the tube. When enough bus
been wound to hold the tube securely
tuck the eight-incloose end completely into one end of the tube. lo not
cover this end In further winding, but
the other end may be covered. It Is
best to wind six or eight times in one
direction before turning to wind In
another direction. When the skein is
completely wound tuck the Inst end
well into the ball. Pull out the tube,
bringing with it the long loose end for
knitting. If many bails are wound at
once or if a ball Is not to be used Immediately It is a good Idea to allow
the tube to remain In the ball til!
ready for use.
Darning Tip.
When underlaying nnd darning a
where
sleeve,
you are apt to catch the
under side of the sleeve, slip a piece
of stiff glazed paper Into the sleeve.
Tou can then work freely and feel sure
that your needle will not catch through,
the paper.
Lace in Lingerie.
Lace is still much used In fine lingerie, and the finest of real filet Is
used with charming effect. It wears
well, too, and in these days when we
try to buy with wisdom, we think a
bit about the durability of our lingerie.
the strips.
The mop may be kept
moist by rolling it tightly when not In
use and covering It with a paper bag.
Designs Are Quilted.
Quilted designs continue to pie
the dressmakers, and women are being:
persuaded to wear them. Elaborate-bitof quilting done on chiffon taffeta are used for collars and cuffs,
patches on the hips, girdles and
on skirts.
Reputation m a great Inheritance,
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SCOTTISH RITERS EXPECT
ANOTHER LARGE CLASS AT
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REUNION
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try are eager to assist and re vot
ina a montlilv sum from their treas
iury. The local chapter voted $200.00
to initiate the work.
.Shipped July 20th: 90 sweaters, 140
pair SQpks, 85 suits pajamas, 55 hospital bed shirts, 6 bed coats, 35 bed
socks, 19 women's refugee skirts, 4
matinee blouses, 40 comfort kits,
3
dresses,
yr. skirts, 6 yr.
skirtu, 4 yr. skirts, 6 yr. dresses,
12 handkerchiefs,
9 crocheted wash
rags. 190 sweaters have been sent
to Denver, their allotment was 148.
The 60 c'omfort kits, including housewives are nearly all in.
The Mt. Dora Red Cross ladies
served ice cream at a dance last Saturday. On account of the heavy rain
there was a small attendance, however everyone had a good time and
the Red Cross receipts were $10.30.
The Red Cross Auxiliary at Vance
have completed and turned in the
following:
Three pairs of pajamas, three pairs
of socks, one B. R. garment, four
sweaters, one string of gun wipers.
The work has all been done within
the last 2 weeks.
The Mosquero Red Cross Day held
recently in that city resulted in a
remarkable financial showing. The
total receipts amounted to $534.82,
and after expenses were paid the
handsome sum of $463.82 was turned
over to the society.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

As usual before reunions, our
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All Kinds
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY

What yon attempt, do with all
your strength. Determination is omnipotent. If the prospect be somewhat darkened, put the fire- - of resolution to your soul and kindle a
flame that nothing but death can
extinguish.
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Union Coanty R. C Notes
The canteen service has been organized in Clayton for the benefit of
the soldiers, both those passing;
THE LOGICAL TREATMENT
through and those leaving our counDIRECT QUICK EFFECTIVE
ty.
FOR THE MOST OBSTINATE CASES

injection!

The branches throughout the

coun- -

Seta By AH Oraeciata

POTATOES
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great
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greatly assist in the
the United States
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